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Discover
something new
W

hat sparked your love for game
music? In my case, it all began
thanks to my parents who used
to take me and my brother to the Polish
sea for holidays, where we would spent
every penny for arcade machines.
Of course it only lasted for some time, until
the era of home consoles came and with it
the possibility of turning a teen cave into a
gaming saloon. We already were listening
to our favourite soundtracks then, which I
now passionately collect on vinyl - such is
nostalgia.
Now, when we always lack time for everything, I hope that this magazine will allow
you to stop for a second not only to remember the moments of carefree joy, but to discover something new that will interest you
and absorb you completely.

Stay Awhile and Listen…
Deckard Cain ‒ Diablo

Editor In Chief
mARIUSZ BORKOWSKI
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What’s up with
the game music?
Books on audio
worth your time

How the original PlayStation
startup sound was made
Playstation Blog has recently covered an interesting topic, which was surely overlooked by
many during the course of history. Gameinformer’s Jeff Cork published there an interview
with no one else than Takafumi Fujisawa, the
sound designer behind THE PS1 sound.
PlayStation
startup sounDS
LISTEN ONLINE

Fujisawa mentions how the process was unfolding and how he wanted to utilize properly the new tech for the startup sound, going
from a more orchestral sound into ethnic. At
the heart of it, the sound was about excitement that came with booting up the console, and the sense of security that follows. The
production of the sounds with collecting and
recording wrapped up in two weeks.
Afterwards, Fujisawa moved on to Playstation
2, to later lead junior staff for creating sound
for PS3. He says of his time designing the sounds as “valuable”. You can read the entire
thing here.
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©Chawder
We’ve recently came across a few books
about audio that might pique your interest.
Topics such as sound design and composing (but in several fields) are scattered around Routledge’s website. Here are two we
found interesting:
The Game Audio Strategy Guide offers insight
into producing high-quality music and sound
design. Manuals such as this are published every now and then, and if you are looking for something new, look no further.
Women In Audio introduces us to the most prominent female engineers, sound designers and
composers who succeeded in different areas
of audio development. Video games are a fracture of other mentioned fields like augmented
reality, VR, software and radio, all presented
within outlined history of everything audio.

and Chronicles. After 4 years (including one year
of production), we can finally hear the results.

©trdarkangel
Back in 2018, Peter Connelly announced a new
project called The Dark Angel Symphony, a re
-recording of some of the tracks from his Tomb
Raider scores: Angel of Darkness, Last Revelation

NEWS

Peter Connelly’s ‘The Dark Angel Symphony’ out now

38 tracks with an almost 70minutes running
time were recorded at prestigious Air Lyndhurst
Studios and cover a huge chunk of the games’
soundtracks. It’s quite a treat, especially considering the noticeable production value which
really breathes some life into the scores.
Now available digitally and including original score remasters as well, The Dark Angel Symphony will also
be available on vinyl mid-January. CDs are part of larger packages. You can check the entire shop out here.

Jared Emerson-Johnson returns for Wolf Among Us 2

©Telltale Games
After Telltale going broke and being bought
out afterwards, few had hoped for the previously announced sequel to Wolf Among Us

to actually come true. But, from the limbo,
here it comes – Season 2 was just announced (again). A note from the creators states
that among the people who returned to create Bigby’s next adventure is Jared Emerson
-Johnson, the composer known from Telltale’s games. Truth be told, that comeback was
necessary.
And it makes me all the more excited for the
sequel. Even though the Telltale formula needs to change, the game will strike a similar
note and call back to old Telltale’s prime days.

Hellblade II score to be co-composed by Heilung
To spice things up even more, Ninja Theory
announced its co-operation in making the
soundtrack with Heilung, an experimental
folk band that bases on Celtic and Viking
texts from medieval ages.

©Ninja Theory
One of the biggest surprises of TGA 2019 was
Xbox announcing a sequel to the highly regarded Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice. The info on the
game is scarce and the trailer did more than just
pique the fans’ interest.

The remake of the track below was used in
the trailer, and there is no arguing that there
is a band more suitable than Heilung to illustrate Senua’s next journey. We highly anticipate the game and the soundtrack.
HEILUNG
LISTEN ONLINE
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AIVA, and the upcoming times of AI-made music
If it affects or how it affects gaming industry remains
a question. A monthly 40£ can net you copyrights
to the tracks downloaded from AIVA, which seems
awfully cheap for very precise music you can use in a
videogame. Question is, how would it affect our perception of what we call ‘art’. Can we still call it that if
it’s measured without any sort of expression involved?

©Eidos Montréal
Some time ago, a start-up called AIVA Technologies
appeared. A quite bold project, an algorithm, which
set out to make ‘artificial’ music basing on the databases of public domain classical compositions, which
measure up to tens of thousands of pieces.

I’d say no, and the last time someone made music for
purely utilitarian purposes with no expression in mind
and only scientifically measured effect, is Muzak, so
music initially made for conveyor belt workers in 20s.
Although, it’s not the question what music does and
who was it made by, but what we think of its position
in our culture. What would it say about us, creatures
deeply rooted in music and vice versa, if we made it
into an expression-free process? Would it still be culture and not just consumption like any other?

Aiva processes that data and, when given required parameters, can produce a track that meets these requirements in a couple of minutes. It even made an album
(called Genesis) and its music was played at 2019’s Digital
Spring. The possibilities of this system seem countless.

AIVA
LISTEN ONLINE

Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice OST on CD

SEKIRO: SHADOWS DIE TWICE
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK

©From Software
From Software announced the soundtrack from their highly acclaimed game Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice
will be released as a three CD box on March 27, 2020.
The release will come in a special case and a digi-pak
with a booklet full of stunning graphics from the
game. In addition, the booklet contains an interview
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LISTEN ONLINE

with the developer’s sound designers and comments from the voice cast.
The three discs feature original soundtrack from the
game and 25 dialogue tracks. The pre-orders are available now at the Japanese Amazon store.
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© Asobo Studio, Focus Home Interactive

A Plague Tale:
Innocence

well matched with the game’s dynamics
Publisher: Olivier Deriviere
Album’s release date: May 7, 2019
Composer: Olivier Deriviere

Olivier Deriviere never fails to surprise me.
I follow each project from this composer
with great interest not only because I am
an indie game lover and he scores really
unique independent gems, but also because each of his scores is different and
perfectly corresponds with what I experience during gameplay.
After the melodic, orchestral soundtrack for
11-11 Memories Retold, the players received
dynamic, textural and sharp yet heartbreaking music dedicated to Asobo Studio’s A
Plague Tale: Innocence.
Kingdom of France, 14th century. The country is devastated by the war with the Kingdom of England and the plague outbreak.
The Inquisition takes its death toll as well. In
these circumstances, two siblings – Amicia
and Hugo de Rune, have to survive after the
Inquisition killed their parents and is now after
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Hugo since the boy has a special gift. Amicia
does not know her little brother at all so she
will have to learn how to protect him and she
will soon discover what a sister’s love is.
The game is very immersive with its settings, atmosphere and story. The soundtrack

I rarely have experienced a video
game OST that is so well matched
with the gameplay dynamics and
sequences.

© Asobo Studio, Focus Home Interactive

Couturier’s rough, dissonant passages (The
Inquisition, Orphans, The Rats), are spine-tingling and really fitting the in-game
sequences of fighting or evading the enemies. Speaking of enemies, A Plague Tale
has a special kind of them – the rats. The
unnerving cello and ear-piercing synthesizers are a perfect accompaniment to their
manifestation.
However, A Plague Tale: Innocence is not
only a game about surviving hordes of rats
and ruthless Inquisition. Above all, it is a
story about love, about discovering each
other and maturity. Hence we experience in
the soundtrack such beautiful, moving pieces as Strangers, Prisoners, The Killing, Together Forever. This game is already being
compared to The Last of Us but for me its
score is even more touching than The Last
of Us’ score.

sounding, immersive, and both a haunting
and heart melting piece of video game
music.

REVIEWS

adds a lot to the overall immersion. There
are medieval vibes present due to the use
of instruments like nyckelharpa and the
viola da gamba, as well as soothing melodies played on guitars. However, the score
sounds modern and contemporary because of various cello structures performed by
known from the score for Vampyr game
Eric Maria Couturier.

© Asobo Studio, Focus Home Interactive

© Asobo Studio, Focus Home Interactive

I have to admit that I rarely have experienced a video game OST that is so well
matched with the gameplay dynamics and
sequences. As the examples may serve The
Inquisition accompanying the scene where
the kids meet the cruelty of the knights for
the first time, Strangers, where they experience rejection and loneliness, Prisoners,
where Amicia decides not to hide anymore or I’m Sorry, where… no, I will not reveal
what happens there.
Olivier Deriviere always pays attention to
the interactivity of the score and its complexity with the other elements of the
game. The music changes while the enemy
approaches, and both the visuals and audio
are very coherent so the composer may be
really proud of what he did. A Plague Tale:
Innocence OST is a brilliantly paced, well-

© Asobo Studio, Focus Home Interactive
Izabela Besztocha
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©Respawn Entertainment

Apex Legends
pathos and tension with fun
Publisher: EA MUSIC
Album’s release date: February 22, 2019
Composer: Stephen Barton

Every second, Fortnite gains two new players. The industry-reshaping success of this
battle royale title has given birth to a whole
new genre of online gaming.
As more and more similar games enter the
fight for the playerbase, it’s becoming increasingly harder to surprise anyone. Yet,
everybody tries – some of the studios that
have taken up the gauntlet include Valve,

DICE, Treyarch and Electronic Arts. Apex
Legends, EA’s new and shiny toy, stands as
one of the more successful answers to Epic
Games’ earthquake, bringing more than 50
million players together. Could the music
have aided in that?
Possibly so, because Stephen Barton’s soundtrack is tailored for success. With a perfect execution of Zimmer-esque orchestra/
electronic mix and so much energy within
the notes, the British artist is sure to steal
the hearts of many. Combining approachable pathos and tension with fun, Apex Legends’ score brings together the most desired traits in modern media scoring and
shines when it’s placed in the game. There,
it allows itself a perfect amount of space
within the player’s attention. While not too
aggressive and not too distant either, little
is to be found in terms of any gameplay-related flaws.
The matter gets more complicated when

©Respawn Entertainment
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The score will definitely
find shelter in many
playlists.

When we break down the music, there
isn’t really anything besides the dominant
theme to keep us from playing other records. In the beginning, the melody serves
as a wild card that hooks us to the whole
soundtrack, but with every listen, it seems
more and more apparent that we didn’t
experience love at first sight, that it was
just a crush. What does not help either is
the runtime (the Spotify release being only
18 minutes long) and a safe approach in arrangement – so safe, in fact, that it’s hard to
distinguish one piece from the other, and
the group of tracks resembles a hastily-produced remix album. It’s a shame, because
the „original mix” has so much potential.
…Potential that fell victim to clichéd string
ostinatos and synthesizer rhythms. It’s hard
to blame the composer for the direction EA
took, though – this is nothing more than
necessary evil – and Apex Legends’ soundtrack does what it’s supposed to, after all. It
caters to the game’s needs excellently. Any
blockbuster-related complaints are thrown
out of the window once we get to jump into
the zone and start pillaging nearby containers for loot. By then, the music is gone.
But the thrill remains, and that is all that
matters, right?
It’s hard for me not to speak about Apex Legends’ soundtrack without thinking about
its „guilty pleasure” nature. With a very safe
approach and great craftsmanship, the score will definitely find shelter in many play-

lists. Although it’s more like fast food than a
proper meal, there is some charm to be found in the album. Too bad it’s all synthetic.

REVIEWS

the music is stripped of the gameplay.
Eventually, the Hollywood nature of the soundtrack starts to glimmer through, and it
becomes increasingly hard not to notice the
many compromises made in order for the
score to be easy to digest. Being so approachable, Apex Legends’ soundtrack sacrifices freshness, and without the gameplay to
save it, could quickly repel listeners tired of
well-worn blockbuster pathos. Its greatest
virtue and saving grace here seems to be
the main melody, extremely catchy and engaging, but with such frequent presence
on the album, one starts to wonder about
its longevity.

©Respawn Entertainment

©Respawn Entertainment

©Respawn Entertainment
Marek Domagała
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©Bloober Team

LAYERS OF FEAR 2
emotional landscapes
Publisher: Bloober Team S.A.
Album’s release date: May 28, 2019
Composer: Arkadiusz Reikowski, Brunon Lubas

composed by Arkadiusz Reikowski, this
time with additional music by the sound
designer of the game, Brunon Lubas.

Layers of Fear 2 is the second installment of
the well received independent horror game
created by the Polish studio Bloober Team.
The production depicts the story of a Hollywood actor who finds himself on a luxurious passenger ship to star in a new movie by
a mysterious film director. Like in the first
Layers of Fear game, the soundtrack was

As the first installment told the story of a
painter that went insane, the second one
concentrates on the early days of cinema
and what might happen in an actor’s head
while developing a character. The eponymous layers refer not only to fear but to the
statement that every character is a mask, a
layer. The player will find out whether the
actor loses his identity or manages to stay
himself. The game is full of metaphors and
symbolism which make it a well written
and disturbing psychological horror.

Layers of Fear 2 has great
psychological potential as
a horror game.

While the first game OST was based on electronics and minimalism, this time Arkadiusz
Reikowski decided to write compositions for
orchestra. The music was performed by Sofia
Session Orchestra and Choir. The orchestral
score is the composer’s reference to the classic horror movie soundtracks. Such scores fit
well with the atmosphere of terror, and Layers of Fear 2 OST is a great example of that.

©Bloober Team
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The game, unlikely the first installment,
has lots of chase scenes, where we run

away from a creepy, formless monster.
The piece accompanying those scenes
is called Formless and is fast paced and
intense. The interesting idea is a reference to the location of the game, hence the
tuba sounds resembling the ship’s horn
appearing in this track. Another intense
orchestral cue is Cyclops appearing in the
sequence of fleeing from the giant one
-eyed creature that spits out fire. It is well
orchestrated and spine-tingling. Too bad
all the audio becomes quiet in the hiding
spots of that location, which ruins the
whole immersion.
Layers of Fear 2 has great psychological
potential as a horror game, and is also
very disturbing. The twisted imagery created by its authors reflects in the score as
well as the whole audio design. Muffled
piano in The Director, metallic percussion hits in Did You Sleep Well (by Brunon
Lubas), illusional feeling of tranquillity in
The Ocean, Oh So Calm correspond well
with what we experience in the gameplay.
The awesome lo-fi sound design, dissonant orchestral sounds played in some
areas and the floating, detuned version of
the Light is Calling track add a lot to the
overall tension.

did a great job again, as well as the whole
Bloober Team crew when developing this
game.

REVIEWS

The orchestral score is
the composer’s reference
to the classic horror movie
soundtracks.

©Bloober Team

©Bloober Team
Izabela Besztocha

The story about finding the identity and confronting the childhood traumas is very emotional and heartbreaking, hence we discover lots
of beautiful melodies in the game soundtrack.
Mysterious and haunting The Red Room, moving Light is Calling, melancholic The Stars
Are Already There make the player affected
and reveal the tragedy of the protagonist. Layers of Fear 2 is not a typical horror game and
the score is a great accompaniment to all the
game’s psychological burden.
Arkadiusz Reikowski is great in creating
emotional landscapes in his scores. He
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©Gearbox Software

Borderlands 3
taking things out of the box
Publisher: Laced Records
Album’s release date: October 30, 2019
Composer: Jesper Kyd, Michael McCann,
Finishing Move Inc., Raison Varner

Borderlands’ music universe has been one
of the most distinctive soundtrack series
in modern gaming and for a good reason.
The universe’s soundtracks are easily distinguished by their darker tones and very organic blend of multiple styles, which never
comes across as eclectic or artificial.

The third entry once more
proves that the series has a lot
to do, to say and to play.

©Gearbox Software
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At this point it’s safe to say the music reflects the games’ many inspirations and
how well are those inspirations merged
into these great games, which seems even
more impressive given the fact that Borderlands music is always co-composed by
multiple composers. The third entry once
more proves that the series has a lot to do,
to say and to play, sounding as great as the
previous scores.
The coherent style of these type of soundtracks was replaced for B3 by a feat similar to this of Detroit: Become Human: each
composer is given a chunk of the game to
focus on, producing a sub-soundtrack for a
different arc. In this case, it’s planets. Borderlands 3 benefits from this design choice,
giving Jesper Kyd, Michael McCann, Raison
Varner and Finishing Move Inc. a moment
to shine and provide their own interpretation of the universe, refreshing the series
with new elements. It’s also worth noting
that the soundtrack has multiple layers and
works interactively within the game, providing new experiences each time you play.
The one person that always stays when
music team changes is Jesper Kyd, who

composed major parts of the three previous Borderlands soundtracks. Here, he did
music for Eden-6, a jungle-like planet, once
more proving that he can merge multiple
polarizing styles into interesting pieces,
from melody to the nature of sounds presented. Described by himself as „organic”,
the tracks seem the most exotic and wild,
paying homage to the first soundtracks
(especially the combat music like Bandits
at Jakob’s Estate).
Roaring electronics are easily blended
with drums and esoteric whispers, sending strong AC1 vibes (The Creatures of
Floodmoor Basin) that I didn’t know I longed for. Harmonicas are laid out on synth
backgrounds, guitars echo in the background (9-minute long synth chillout in
Enter Floodmoor Basic), while some other
tracks go completely and joyfully electronic
(Tranquility Achieved, Treasures of Jakob’s
Vault), showing Kyd’s knack for this genre.
Michael McCann’s Promethea cyberpunky, neon vibes show in Neon Arterial as the
synths resound in the distance, calling to
his memorable Deus Ex pieces. Even though his input initially seems out of the Borderlands franchise, more tracks (like Sanctuary III) prove otherwise with wastelandish
guitars playing along the subtle electronics
and trance-like vocalizations, still passing
on the wilderness vibes (Lectra City) in his
own language. For his ouvre and what the
Borderlands was before, I find his work very
well balanced, providing the same musical
craziness with dark electronics (The Rampager) and cyberpunk aesthetics. While the
sounds themselves are easily noticeable as
typically electronic, a lot of melodies and
moments are purely Borderlands.
Pandora was given to Finishing Move Inc., a
duo of composers who co-worked on pre-

vious games’ instruments. I’d call this part
of the score the best for those, who enjoyed the first soundtracks in the franchise. Atmospheric ambience and unsettling
sounds along an electric guitar taking the
central spot (Welcome to the Devil’s Razor)
quickly take us to Pandora. This notion is later expanded in industrial-like pieces (The
Devil’s Razor Figths Back).

REVIEWS

It’s a great return to
the form and musical roots
of Borderlands that I was
missing for quite some time.

©Gearbox Software

©Gearbox Software

©Gearbox Software
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Each composer (or duo) seems
more concentrated on their
own version of Borderlands,
fully dedicating themselves to
freshening things up and taking them out of the box.

©Gearbox Software

©Gearbox Software
Longer, in-game, almost „background” pieces include many wasteland sounds with
occasional parts for tortured violin, ambient, plucking, resulting in a very atmospheric, raw sound that’s grounded in the
world. Their action music (The End of Tyreen) includes more fast paced, purely electronic pieces, with a plethora of peculiar sounds (like…choirs). Even though I enjoyed
the ambience pieces (Into the Guts of Carnivora and in game pieces) from them the
most, I think of their excellent guitarwork
as the highlight of their part.
Raison Varner’s (music supervisor) pieces include a wonderful jazzing electronic
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piece and one of the most unique tracks
– Supernova Dreamsicle. Others, such as
a strong sci-fi theme A Forgotten Space,
has me wondering about Blade Runner
and Mass Effect, ultimately being one of
the most calming and somber tracks in the
collaboration; The Machine Crypt has some
sweet and subtle 90’s hints and exotic vibes
and is a track to get lost inside. As a whole,
Varner’s part seems like the weirdest part
of the score, and I mean it in a good way —
it’s a great addition that adds to the funky
nature of Borderlands.
All things considered, B3 is quite a mash-up. It certainly is the most varied score of the franchise and the game benefits
from this kind of distribution of work (like
Detroit: Become Human before it). For me,
it’s a great return to the form and the roots of Borderlands music that I was missing
for quite some time. With the official release of the soundtrack (which will hopefully
happen soon), we will be able to fully dig
into the music, supposedly lasting 6 hours
on the album. For what’s in the game, each
composer (or duo) seems more concentrated on their own version of Borderlands, yet
still fully dedicated to freshening things up
and taking them out of the box.

Executing the idea of wasteland
anarchy and craziness in new
ways.
Not only does B3 music serve the purposes of entertainment and storytelling, but
it also put things on another level when it
comes to worldbuilding, executing the idea
of wasteland anarchy and craziness in new
ways that seem complimentary to the franchise. With the vast scope of this soundtrack, I couldn’t ask for more.
Jan Szafraniec

REVIEWS
©Rockstar Games

Red Dead
Redemption II

well-designed musical experience
Publisher: Lakeshore Records
Album’s release date: August 9, 2019
Composer: Woody Jackson, Jeff Silverman,
Colin Stetson, David Ferguson etc.

Their is an astounding sense of authenticity in Rockstar’s RDR2. The game opens up
in front us a world that feels concentrated,
real and believable, creating a landscape
that’s lived in by its people, history and
politics.
It’s quite an achievement for the overwhelming length of this game, and even more
so by marrying (anti-)western tropes with
grounded tone of the story and setting.
Quite a change for tone, especially noticeable in the game’s score, composed by
Woody Jackson and other gifted musicians
from all over the world (Senyawa, Stetson,
Batkovic, Arca and others).

It’s ambitious, diverse and
grounded, matching RDR2’s
ever somber atmosphere.

RDR2’s music, despite a 70-minute score
album, takes up much more running time
than a LP. Even though the album contains
some of the most memorable pieces from
the game, way more music was done for
the game, including in-game songs or background music which play out in random
moments. Adding this to quite a vast array of styles featured in the score, we have
ourselves a soundtrack that’s really tough
to close up in a sentence or two. And even
though most of the score is grounded in

©Rockstar Games
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the time period and genre, it changes throughout the game when story twists and
turns, especially in the epilogue.

Well-designed musical
experience deeply rooted
in the game’s ideas.

The spaghetti western bravado and romanticized Wild West are non-existent on
the score for the most part, similarly to the
main narrative. The moments you’d expect
in RDR game are still there and you can
hear Ennio Morricone electric guitars or
whistles in some tracks (Outlaws from the
West, Blood Feuds, Ancient and Modern,
The Fine Art of Conversation, Mrs. Sadie
Adler, Widow), but they are reserved for the
most prominent story (shootout) sequences at the end of chapters (when RDR2 treats its characters as actual fabled outlaws
working as a gang against the unjust).

more demanding, harrowing and hopeless
using hauntingly sad and dramatic string
melodies. Some of them go a step further,
creating a very local, folk-like mood with vocal work (Welcome to the New World), further submerging us in the frontier reality.

Such pieces play out to our joy, but when
the dust falls down, the music comes back
to atmospherics and creating a foreboding
atmosphere of sadness and struggle in the
American frontier. Icarus and Friends, The
Wheel, Fleeting Joy present reality way

Among guitars, cellos, whistling, trumpets
or accordion played with craft and talent,
the game uses electronics and ambient
sparingly, either to disturb the peace in
Doctor’s Opinion or set the mood for the
story in By 1899, The Age of Outlaws and
Gunslingers Was at an End, occasionally
appearing in other moments. Background
music, which plays out occasionally during
rides through the wilderness, consists mainly of solo instruments plucking and humming behind other sounds, realising its
purpose in remarkable way, subtly accentuating the mood without throwing itself at
the player.
With that said, the music implementation is
superb as well and the pacing of the tracks
throughout each segment of each mission
is notable. The music builds tension with
solo instruments and/or a very simple tune
looping slowly, to later build upon it as the
mission goes on. It gave some of them a
very distinct feel without repeating the
same track over and over.

©Rockstar Games

©Rockstar Games
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The finale of the score and game features
easily recognizable tunes from the first
game, hinting at RDR1 famous theme in
the epilogue numerous times and fully realizing it in the last mission of the game,
blasting the guitars and trumpets with sheer tenacity. With the narrative context behind it, American Venom is among the best
musical moments in videogames of recent
memory, closing the story and setting up
RDR1 in the best possible way.
Some could also add to those by pointing
out songs produced especially for the game.
Some are joyful as they can get, some really

REVIEWS
©Rockstar Games

The score album is ambitious,
diverse and grounded, living
up to all opinions noticing
RDR2’s art and story.
sad, but I don’t think I will be alone in favouring That’s the Way It Is by Daniel Lanois,
an end-time, sentimental piece that completely shifts the tone in the game, allowing
to contemplate on the massive journey that
RDR2 is. Lanois produced the album and
composed a half of the songs on the album
with the rest being done by other prominent artists.

The song album is going along the same
path and allows some respite in the presence of more light-hearted pieces, which are
not devoid of RDR2’s grim undertones, ultimately making the entirety of RDR2’s music a mature and well-crafted experience
deeply rooted in the game’s tone and ideas.
Jan Szafraniec

It’s quite astonishing to think that way over
a hundred musicians, soloists, producers,
composers and others took a part in making
RDR2 music. They all created a soundscape
musically and stylistically so diverse, that it
matches the scope of the game, which in
terms RDR2 is an achievement worthy of all
praise. The score album is ambitious, diverse and grounded, living up to all opinions
noticing RDR2’s art and story it tells, while
matching its ever somber atmosphere.
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©Remedy Entertainment

Control

making you feel lost in an endless place
Publisher: 505 Games / Remedy Entertainment
Album’s release date: August 27, 2019
Composer: Patri Alanko & Martin Stig Andersen

Control marks a change for Remedy. It’s a
game that shows thoroughly what the Finnish studio has learned throughout the years
when it comes to storytelling, gameplay,
visuals, making their most recent game a
grasping, hypnotizing experience that never
slows down.
The story of journey inside the Oldest House,
a shape-shifting and reality-defying brutalist
headquarters to the Federal Bureau of Control,
is a surreal experience that only benefits from
the strong sound design and all the unsettling
noises of Hiss creatures, what cannot be fully
said about music made by a Remedy veteran
Petri Alanko and Martin Stig Andersen.
Considering their experience, we could expect
a pulsating, energetic with some of the best
ambient designs that a game can get. From
the opening track on the album Ex Ratio Principalis, it’s clear that the twisted and immersive nature of this noisy masterpiece will follow on, squeezing everything out of the duo.
And so it does by introducing a main theme
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of sorts, slowly submerging us in the Oldest
House and all of its paranatural rooms.
As Counterfeit appears, you can clearly hear
Stig Andersen’s touch of hypnotic ambience, which later returns in Vantage or Vapour,
bearing welcome similarities to his music for
Limbo and Inside. On the ambience level,
tracks live Nihil Est Simplex or Portam Ad
Inferno are long-lasting soundscapes full of
eerie noises and most importantly, space and
sense of dread, which cannot be overrated for
a game that takes part in a place such as the
Oldest House. The score excels here by making you feel lost in an endless place of no limits, gently crawling under your skin.

It’s an entire soundscape consisting of eerie noises, menacing
sounds and howling echoes that
encompass the player in the hellish depths of the Oldest House.
The action score part takes significantly less
running time on the album, appearing at the
end of Counterfeit and for a moment in Summon and Sorror et Frater. Those pieces’ structures are quite minimal, concentrating solely

Moving on, I can’t skip Sankarin Tango, an
unofficial main theme of the game, I’d say.
It’s a tango associated with Ahti The Janitor,
a peculiar fellow, played by a Finnish actor
Martti Suosalo, who also provided vocals for
the song. Alanko’s composition and Suosalo’s
phenomenal voice (with Finnish lyrics) immediately gave me the impression of it being
some sort of classic, a re-recorded old piece
that begins a second life. It’s an absolute hit.
Poets of the Fall returned too, and recorded
a great, heavy song titled Take Control, which
can be heard during a late-game combat
sequence (similarly to Alan Wake) in a really
weird place. The song provided a much needed tone change for the game after a dozen or so hours in dark corridors. Catchy riffs,
great chorus and Marko Saaresto’s voice in an
8 minute ballad only made me wish the that
sequence was way longer, because it was as
fun as it gets. It’s another classic in the band’s
cooperation with the studio.
Despite the soundtrack being great, although admittedly dark and demanding, and
the songs being even better, the game really
doesn’t benefit fully from it. The score is criminally underused, limited to feeling in empty
spaces with ambience and combat elements,
not really getting a lot of moments to properly
shine in the game’s cut-up, transmedia narration and long running sessions through vast,
empty areas. It’s outweighed by the Hiss’s victims chants filling the corridors, video collectibles and voice over clips. The amazing title

sequence gave me hope for the score playing
a major role, but the game’s fast-paced narrative didn’t leave much place for it. That and
some questions unanswered are my two
main gripes with what is otherwise an exceptional game.
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on electronic beat and percussion section. In
game, I found myself hearing the same (but
still good) track over and over again, which
was nevertheless fitting towards the fast-paced shoot-outs and edge-of-the-seat bossfights. However, some variety here would have
been welcome. Speaking of Sorror et Frater,
Alanko’s synthwork pieces are a dramatic highlight of the score. Mentioned track calls
back to Quantum Break, featuring a slow intro, poetic heights and intense action in quite
a short span. It’s only a teaser for Finis Est Principium Alterius, a Vangelis-esque epic heard
on the final act of the game that breathes
some life and emotion into Jesse’s story.

Patri Alanko and Martin Stig Andersen provided a really good score for Control. It’s an
entire soundscape consisting of eerie noises,
menacing sounds and howling echoes that
encompass the player in the hellish depths of
the Oldest House. It also knows where to take
a break for those few moments that demand
more lyrical music, too. Balancing the remarkable ambient and twisted electronics with
great synth pieces and two amazing songs
results in quite an interesting album that did

It’s outweighed by the Hiss’s victims
chants filling the corridors, video
collectibles and voice over clips.

©Remedy Entertainment
not receive an implementation that would highlight all of its noisy strengths.
For what’s in the game, the score works well
but in quite a limited matter, tailored to short
narrative pieces and many sounds of the Oldest House. Despite wishing for the score to
take much bigger part of this great game, it
nonetheless remains on my 2019’s best list
and I can’t wait to dive in again to listen to all
that Control has to offer.
Jan Szafraniec
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Vampyr

album, that you have to must listen to
Publisher: Olivier Deriviere
Album’s release date: May 3, 2018
Composer: Olivier Deriviere

Deriviere has done it again! This time he
created the ultimate soundtrack for the
Victorian era vampire. I’d dare to say that
recently every game gains a lot when it’s ornamented with the creativity of the French.
The idea is simple – cello and industrial synths – the execution is perfect.
All you need to do to understand that this is
a dark and romantic story is to play for only
a while. Dualism crafted in a perfect place. The main character is alienated in two
ways: by his nature and the changes happening around him. Olivier decided that
nothing will reflect this as good as a subtle
combination of the sound of the tormented
cello and modern and seemingly unfitting
synths. The adwancing technical development of the historical period and the dehumanization of the society perfectly suits
the looped and reflecting artificial echoes
industrial layers.
The narrative in music balances between
affectionate arpeggios on cellos and more
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steady hits, similar to mechanical sounds
of early factories. The darkness is painted
beautifully with various tones. We can find
on the soundtrack compositions as thick
as the London fog as well as nearly sacral
stuff. Multiple facets are also present in the
instrumentarium. The dominion of synths
and cellos is broken with a transverse flute,
a dulcimer and a piano.
There are a few real gems on the soundtrack. Twisted Tango reflects the spirit of
the soundtrack. A perfect composition, a
bit edgy, intensively builds up with hectic
tones, and the main theme which begins
with cellos and ends with vicious synths,
while drums, harpsichord, and a whole
bunch of carefully selected instruments
play in the background. It’s one of those
albums, that you have to must listen to,
whether you plan on playing Vampyr or
not. That is why I hope to see your opinions
in comments below this review.
Konrad Belina-Brzozowski
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Celeste: Farewell

(Original Soundtrack)

The album is now available!
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©Red Barrels

Outlast II

most interesting soundtracks of last year
Publisher: Red Barrels
Album’s release date: April 20, 2017
Composer: Samuel Laflamme

The independent horror game Outlast,
published in 2013, was highly appreciated
among both the players and the critics.
Amazing dynamics of gameplay, strong
presence of fear and repulsion, outstanding
sound design and, more importantly, appealing soundtrack by Samuel Laflamme are
what made that production special. In April
2017, Red Barrels Studios published the second installment of the game, inviting the
composer once again.

©Red Barrels
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The soundtrack appeared shortly before the
premiere of Outlast 2. The story of the game
takes place during one night at a small village somewhere in the Arizona desert. The
protagonist and his wife are running a reporter’s investigation of a mysterious death
of an unindentified woman. While arriving
at the spot, their helicopter crashes and the
reporter’s wife disappears. Even worse, local
inhabitants seem to be downright hostile. So
we’re dealing again with sneaking and running, like we did in the first game, however,
this installment is more intense.
That makes a wide variety of possibilities for
the composer. While making the soundtrack,
Samuel Laflamme left the chamber music
ensemble distinctive to the first Outlast OST.
Instead he used guitars, basses, percussion
and instruments made by himself, and then
tweaked their sounds with various effects. According to him, the music in first Outlast was
meant to make the player suffer while in the
second one – to make the player go insane.

Samuel Laflamme proved
again he is good at creating
horror scores.

There is something primal in this music. A
trancelike feeling, non-catchiness, dryness
and brittleness of the sound, animal sounds
imitation (like cows mooing). We feel like being transported straight into the moonlit, hostile desert, where local communities live untouched for decades, faithful to their tradition
and rituals, also the dark ones. The soundtrack amazingly matches the visuals and the
perfect sound design. The unique harmony
of the latter with the OST is what requires close attention. It’s present for example at the
moment when one of the enemies shoots
his bow; flutter of the arrows and the sound
of them hitting the trees and rocks perfectly
mixes with the soundtrack. The dry and sandy sound of the OST also matches the characteristic sounds of the desert like sand falling, wind blowing, dry bushes rustling.
The Outlast 2 Official Soundtrack album
contains fourteen pieces mixed together
coherently. The music is perfectly produced and mixed. Some of the pieces require
closer attention. Let’s Step Back Into Class,
Please appears in some less intensive parts
of the game, greatly building the tension.
The grinding Show Me Your True Face is
so intense, though, that the game’s developers asked the composer to rearrange it
so they could place it in the game. The album ends with a moving, apocalyptic piece titled You Never Let Me Go, in which the
composer used the recording of a church
choir performing Ave Verum Corpus by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

The recording contains a natural, seven
seconds long reverb of the church, which
makes it sound unearthly, unreal. Matched
with the visuals and what we experience
in the finale of the game, this piece evokes
very strong emotions, as if something bright and pure emerged from all the chaos
end evil. The composer did a trick with the
titles of the pieces. When the capital letters
in all the album titles are put together, they
form the word “redemption”. It refers to the
ending of the game and all the way the protagonist has to traverse.
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The soundtrack does its job perfectly. Most
part of it contains the so-called “chase music”, with fast, trance-inducing percussion
beats. Since we run almost all the time
during gameplay, we stay in a permanent
sense of danger, intensified further by the
music. Just like in the first Outlast installment, the soundtrack is not easy to listen
to for an average listener. Distortions and
grindings, high-pitched sounds made by
various surfaces rubbed by a violin bow (a
distinctive trademark of this composer),
dark and murky drones, almost no melody,
unsettling percussion strikes – all of these
actually put the player on the edge of sanity.

©Red Barrels

©Red Barrels
Outlast 2 OST is one of the most interesting
soundtracks of last year. Samuel Laflamme
proved again he is good at creating horror
scores which are both scary and moving.
If there is a chance the third installment of
Outlast comes out, I cannot imagine the developers cooperating with another composer.
Izabela Besztocha
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The Dark Pictures Anthology:

Man of Medan

aleatoric and dissonant but also relaxing
Publisher: Bandai Namco Entertainment Inc.
Album’s release date: August 30, 2019
Composer: Jason Graves

Jason Graves is very confident scoring horror games, and he does it well. His haunting and hair raising soundtracks for the
Dead Space franchise became milestones
in horror scoring and were highly acclaimed by the players and critics. The composer has given us another interesting OST
in that genre for The Dark Pictures: Man of
Medan.
The game is the first chapter of an anthology that according to the developer Su-

permassive Games, will consist of five parts
and five different stories. Just like in their
previous game, Until Dawn, the player’s
choices and decisions have a strong effect
on the plot. In Man of Medan we control a
group of friends on a diving trip who then
get abducted and transported to a mysterious vessel from the World War II, which
seems to be haunted.
Man of Medan can be played in a single
-player mode or in multi-player mode,
which is quite exciting for a horror game.
Despite lots of predictable jumpscares and
the boring first part of the game, the playthrough is enjoyable, especially during the
haunted vessel part. This is to the credit of
the voice acting, sound design, and of course the music.
Jason Graves composed yet another scary
soundtrack. The dissonant orchestral risers
combined with gloomy electronics make
a perfect background to what lurks in the

©Supermassive Games
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Jason Graves composed yet
another scary soundtrack.

narrow and dark corridors of the Ourang
Medan. Sudden music strikes are even
more frightening than what we see on the
screen, similar to what we had a chance to
experience in Dead Space, and actually this
OST is very Dead Space like. While orchestra in horror productions seems to become worn out these days, Graves is still able
to use it very skillfully. Bringer of War, There’s a Storm Coming, You Cannot Hide from
this OST show this skillfullness in scaring
the listener.
Man of Medan is also a game about friendship, relationships and adventure, hence
the other part of the soundtrack consisting
of uplifting, epic melodies. Redemption
and The Temerity of Youth are heartwarming tracks telling the story of youth and
innocence, also the relief after surviving all
the horrors of the ship. The other hand Of
Stormy Seas and Howling Winds takes you
to a mysterious, exciting journey of exploring the sea.

The Dark Pictures: Man of Medan OST is
one of the most appealing scores by Jason
Graves. Aleatoric and dissonant but also relaxing and peaceful. At the latest Game Music Festival Gareth Coker told me that Jason Graves is a master of horror, and I agree
with that. It is hard these days to create a
horror soundtrack which is not obvious and
predictable.
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It is hard these days to create a
horror soundtrack which is not
obvious and predictable.

Izabela Besztocha

©Supermassive Games

©Supermassive Games
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©SCE Bend Studio

Days Gone

limited approach to action music
Publisher: Sony Classical
Album’s release date: August 14, 2019
Composer: Nathan Whitehead

Days Gone received one of the lowest scores among Sony-exclusive, triple-A singleplayer videogames, „ending” the recent
success streak of critical acclaim towards
PlayStation Only games. Having finished it,
I will not, by any means, agree with many
arguments, some of them amusing, that
were brought up in most of the third-party
journalist outlets.
The game is great and so is its production,
despite being the first project of this scale
by Bend Studio. I agree, as many fans have

©SCE Bend Studio
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said by voicing their opinions or making the
game Player’s Choice for April, that there is
a lot of heart put in that project. However,
beginning this review, I want to be honest
and say that had not been expecting such a
nice surprise. I had not been expecting the
music to be the way it is, either.

The entirety of the score works
in Days Gone as a major support
for the game’s central theme of
struggling to find hope in a broken world (noticeably, America).
The composer for Days Gone is Nathan
Whitehead, previously known for the Purge movies and additional music in Gears of
War and Bioshock series. When I first heard
the score and found out I was the one to
review it, I was…surprised. I’d seen some footage of Days Gone and seeing how it was
advertised previously, I was expecting music that is neither lyrical and orchestral nor
so positive (because of the composer and
the genre). It is not somber, bleak or nihilistic at all, which is why I was afraid for the
game itself, not really seeing how it would
work. In the end, it works and I think Days

Days Gone opens the soundtrack as the
main theme of the game, hinting at a journey motivated by hope and love in quite
elevated tones, considering the genre. Focusing on the strings with a cello on front,
it repeats the main phrase, adding more
boom to it. Even though I consider it a bit
too overdone for my taste, especially on
the ‘epic’ feel in the middle part, it’s a nice
track, especially in the second half where
the theme shines played gently by strings
only. It certainly is a main theme and I found myself repeating it in my head a lot of
times.

ces when music (pieces for percussion and
guitar) would kick in as I was driving in the
sunrise, compellingly selling me the idea
of freedom that comes with being a biker
such as Deacon.
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Gone is indeed music about „tenacity of the
human spirit and the value of relationship”,
even though I have some personal gripes
with it.

Of course, you will get American vibes in
some of the tracks, like the ones that you
may have recently heard in Far Cry 5. Those
appear quite often in tracks like: I Remember, You’re Safe Now, Sarah’s Theme, We’ve
All Done Things. Speaking of Sarah’s music
(Sarah’s Theme and I Remember), despite them being in line with the rest of the
tracks stylistically, I found them a bit too
cheesy in some moments, not really hooking me up to the story that much. However, this Americana stylization blends itself

We’ve All Done Things (and Light One Candle later)are one theme of the Lost Lake
subplot, adding some guitars and percussion that play alongside another lyrical, catchy and positive melody for strings, which
is not as grand and overblown as the main
theme’s orchestration, handling things
slowly and with restraint. These two themes
are the highlights of the score, presenting
hope for humanity, what it represents and
what it can be despite awful circumstances.
As such, I think of Lost Lake music as one of
the most memorable videogame themes
in recent memory, being the first since
Beyond Two Souls that I actually adore.

©SCE Bend Studio

Regardless of some moments when music
was ramping up the tone a bit too much
in some scenes (What Did You Do?) or
gameplay sequences, the music presents
the game’s themes well, maintaining the
hopeful mood throughout darker parts of
Days Gone and keeping my emotional interest despite a few shortcomings in the story (or lip-sync problems). These are, however, easily made up for by a couple of songs
that are given the spotlight during riding
sequences. Soldier’s Eyes is my personal
favourite and it plays in this one moment of
the story when having some time to reflect
on things with a bit melancholic music is
all you need. I also adored random instan-

©SCE Bend Studio
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There is nothing to be not scared about
when it comes to Hordes and Whitehead
ramps it up to horror level with this piece.
He does so similarly in The Rager Bear, accentuating the rhythm and beat, which is
how I prefer action music in videogames
that require quick thinking. The tracks are
menacing and oppressive, some sounds
are horrific, and even though we hear them
a lot of times, they are catchy and simple
enough to not bore you after tenth or so
listen.

Whitehead is putting more
emphasis on melody and illustrating character’s motivations
instead of their political views
and heritage, not delving into
stereotypes. It’s very human
in that regard.
organically with the rest of more conventional elements of the score, not delving
into empty efforts of using instruments
like banjo for the sake of sounding stereotypically American. No, Whitehead’s score
is a bit „reserved” instrumentally (strings,
drums, guitars), putting more emphasis on
melody and illustrating character’s motivations instead of their political views and heritage. It’s very human in that regard.
Freakshow is where Whitehead shows some
teeth and his experience in the horror-thriller
genre. Spooky electronics, nervous beeping
and steadily beating rhythm is what Freakers’ music is, and it is a highlight when it
comes to sound design of this score. Despite the track remaining slow and strings coming in for a few seconds from time to time,
it finally lets all this suspense out and turns
into pure macabre, playing with aggressive
strings. Truth be told, I am spooked by it, but
we must give it to the developers that they
managed to make the Hordes work.
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Days Gone soundtrack is a success in my
eyes. Even though the album slows down a
bit and becomes less interesting as it goes,
the entirety of the score works in Days Gone
as a major support for the game’s central
theme of struggling to find hope in a broken world (noticeably, America!). A lot of
the music is calming, lyrical and sentimental, not giving in to the hopelessness and
violence, trying to see the positives and focusing what „can be” instead of „what was”.
Even though I dislike a few parts of this
score, I enjoy its limited approach to action
music, lack of filler, instrumentation and convention that — despite my general aversion to „big and emotional” music — works
and fleshes out the emotion in some scenes without being too optimistic, cheesy
or overdone (with a few exceptions for my
taste). Days Gone, contrary to others, has
the courage to see some hope in us in bad
times. Musically and directionally, that idea
was executed well.
Jan Szafraniec
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The Human
Voice In
Video Game
Music
I’ve recently had an interesting conversation.
During one of the recent meetups of Cracow’s
(just a small village in Poland) gamedev community, I’ve heard about a game which in terms
of ingenuity could compete with such bestsellers as mahjong or chess, and the sound design of which had overshadowed literally everything – including the fun.
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What is the value of the human
voice in video game music, in
video games?
The gameplay, supposedly, mostly consisted
of throwing boomerangs (infinite number of
them) by the main character, and if I’m remembering it correctly, it served as not only
a way to kill enemies, but also to solve puzzles. The problem is that the sound effect
connected to this mechanics used a male
voice and sounded, as I remember the description of my interlocutor, like a grimace of
a dying badger. And it made the game literally unplayable.
So I started to wonder – what is the value
of the human voice in video game music,
in video games? How risky is it to use vocals as part of the gameplay music itself?
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Would founding the soundtrack entirely
on the vocal chords be rather an easy way
out for a stagnant composer, or perhaps
him being a visionary? Is it even „worth it”
to invest in vocals more often than only for
the credit songs?
In normal conditions, not disturbed by the
chaos of war or alien invasion, human voice draws our attention better than any illusionist. The sound of another human is
a signal that information comes our way
– and because we can hear it is, in fact, a
human speaking, we subconsciously prioritize it. We are, after all, social beings and for
the most part, it is interactions with other
people that condition our psyche, environment, the needs and desires. This is one of
the reasons that songs with lyrics seem to
most of us more emotional than their instrumental equivalents.

Those are words, though, that we connect
with the „hard” narrative, meaning one that
is strictly anchored in the presented world.
The protagonist has a voice; space marines
have voices; Resident Evil 4’s merchant has
a voice. If we looked at human voice in the
music, the situation changes drastically.
There, vocals are treated like an aggressive
spice, changing the flavor of the dish entirely.
It’s also hard to give examples of games in
which the composers more eagerly engage vocalists – where they give them space
in the gameplay, not only in main menu,
cutscenes or at the end of the game. We’ve
had The Witcher, Far Cry 2 and its Baaba
Maal, Assassin’s Creed II and experiments
like Silent Hill 1 or Transistor (the main character is a famous singer in the game’s city,
Cloudbank). Yet, nobody is going to say goodbye to choirs (Bloodborne, Blizzard games), and from time to time a completely
fresh ideas are being implemented (like in
Tom Clancy’s Endwar and its mechanics of
commanding the army with our voice)
Here the pioneers are the film music composers, which keep showing that it is possible to use the human voice in a very aggressive way and get very curious results.
Although I’m far from being called a Hans
Zimmer fan and the Oscar for Black Panther’s soundtrack seems like a stretch to
me, we need to give them justice – they arrive at completely new musical lands.

Both the battle roars resembling African
folklore and Pharell Williams’ whispers in
Spider-Man’s soundtrack are something
that the movies can afford – because there
is no interacting with the viewer, and thus
the makers only juggle with their attention,
not with what they are engaged in. But looking at how strongly video game music
has been coming closer to film music’s fundamentals, it’s easy to forge a theory that
the games might also start to engage singers more.
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The fact that we prioritize the human voice is gracefully used in video games. Their
world, as a medium conveying stories about people/beings resembling people and
serving as one, big arena or rivalry, gives
the vocal chords a place in practically any
aspect of this kind of entertainment – throwing life into the story’s characters, signalling the consecutive stadia of the game
(Street Fighter, Mortal Kombat, League of
Legends), commentating an esport event
or during Twitch streams. Whether we like
it or not, we have been accustomed to a
certain headphone psychosis where our
ears get constantly attacked by words with
seemingly no source.

But in the search of new narrative and aesthetic horizons, video game music makers could
want to experiment.

©Disney
…Which might mean that there will be interesting switches in the credits section. Of
course, there is no way the orchestra would
ever be abandoned in this scenario. But in
the search of new narrative and aesthetic
horizons, video game music makers could
want to experiment with something that
is perceived as one of the most perfect
instruments.
Marek Domagała
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Where
did game
music
come from
minimalism
part 1

In my previous posts I mentioned Satie, Wagner, Eno, while
comparing game music and its functioning with the ideas of
said 19/20th century composers. I haven’t mentioned minimalism yet, an interesting branch of music art that can be talked
and talked about as it’s not as simple as it sounds and looks.
This genre or (as some may rightfully say) technique has its roots in 1960s USA, and it’s ideals
went along the epoch. What’s interesting for us,
however, is that minimalistic music includes many
premises that reach way beyond the music itself
and what a listener was accustomed to, demanding from them a certain attitude (similarly to previous discussed genres).
Firstly, we need to meet John Cage, a minimalist
artist-composer known for 4’33”, Water Walk or
Imaginary Landscapes and playing on mundane
objects of everyday use. Cage’s philosophy was
to elevate a sound of an „uninteresting” object we
hear daily to a sound that is focused on and thought about (through performing them on stage).
After all, it’s the sound itself that matters, not ne-
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cessarily its relation with other sounds or
the source of said sound. If so, then only to
present that composing is an old convention
that lives merely thanks to what we think is
properly sounding music and what isn’t. The
idea presents itself clearly — a single sound
is celebrated in a theatre as an artistic performance in order to push the boundary of
what is and what isn’t music. Looking at his
performances, John Cage could be viewed
as a joker, but nevertheless, some scholars
say that this sort of focus gave the foundation for ambient music. But Cage didn’t ridicule music or music making processes. He
brought those ideas to a very mundane level,
showing that music can de done, well, in a
minimal way, stripping away „the High Art”
walls around it.

I am interested in perceptible
processes. I want to be able to
hear the process happening
throughout the sounding music.
— Steve Reich
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Furthermore, minimalist such as Steve Reich
(It’s Gonna Rain, Clapping Music, Drumming),
Terry Riley (In C, Red Streams) and Philip Glass
(Music in 12 Parts, Glassworks) would often
base their compositions on repetition, which
will be talked about later. What is crucial about it, is that it turned upside down the way
music had been received. Music was thought
of as an ever-evolving, progressing process
that has a dramatic structure, ultimately making it a very ephemeral art. Hearing a sound
during a concert was heard once, as it is quickly being replaced by another and another.
The minimalist, however, decided to make
their music more repetitive in order to give
the listener an opportunity to fully and thoroughly receive a sound or a phrase. Succession
of new and new elements and melodies was
replaced by staidness and continued, calculated chain of sounds. The philosophy behind
it was fully focusing your mind on a sound or
a simple patterns; to place a simple, minimal
tune at the centre of the composition to hypnotize you and make you lose yourself in the
pattern, focusing on it and nothing else.

I should give credits where it’s due — to
Africa. This is where minimal music creators
drew from because African music has always
been used by its people to evoke a sense of
trance, shared by everyone gathered around
musicians. This is how Tom Johnson describes their music:

The form of their pieces is always flat. They are not interested in building to climaxes, or in
manipulating tension and relaxation […]. [It] never seems to be
moving toward anything.
It’s all about keeping the listener under a
pressure of a steady beat, with constant hypnotizing as if with a swinging clock. A person
sure can snap out of it, but the rhythm going on and on continuously invites you back
for either a first or a second time — it doesn’t
matter as music has been played on steadily
in a similar way. You can just throw yourself
in a first minute of a track, or for last 5 minutes. It will likely have the same effect. After all,
creators of this type of music were dubbed
as New York Hypnotic School. They earned
the „hypnotic” part thanks to this „flatness”.
The beginning is the end and vice versa, and
hearing the first minute means we’ve already
heard what the piece has to offer. It becomes

an understandable pattern in our minds, a
pattern we can replicate in our thoughts,
tap out or hum. None of this would be possible with constantly progressing and fluctuating music — missing out a minute is a lost
experience.
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Repetition is a keyword for minimal music.
Repetitive music has been serving many purposes in various societies that use trance-like
states it evokes. Good example is the use of
war drums during battles or marching to a
battlefield. It was either to empower the soldiers or to set the pace for them when marching (recent example of showing this would
be AC: Origins that had a drummer in the
sea sequences). What it evolved to may not
seem as badass, because we use such music
in clubs for dancing, as looped music signifies
an ongoing party that seems to have no end.
Night goes on and on, the world outside stops
existing. It takes away the sense of time and
surroundings, and as such, it is immersive in
a similar way to ambient or furniture music. It
steadily hypnotizes you until you forget about
everything and lose yourself to a loud beat.

That said, when speaking about music to not
be listened to with full intent, minimalism is
way more difficult to not listen to. It can be
both received consciously from start to finish
but it’s honestly not that easy, as at some point our brains will consider the pattern unimportant and we will lose ourselves in thought,
and the music will begin influencing us in a
more subliminal way. The latter is closer to
what we want from illustrative music, because then it serves as a complement to something, although with a distinctive set of qualities (rather modest one). I like this music
although I can’t disagree with what Harold
Schönberg said about minimal music:

[It’s] hypnotic or boring –
depending on one’s reaction
to that sort of thing.
Jan Szafraniec

Sources used:
E. Strickland, Minimalism: Origins, USA 2010.
C. Cox, D. Warner (red.), Audio Culture, USA
2004.
S. Reich, Music as Gradual Process, USA
1968.
S. Reich, Writings on Music 1965-2000, USA
2004.
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Music of
the Metro
or How many
functions game
music can have?
The Metro games for me are something that will never be matched
by anything. They hold a very special place in my heart and I think
they are completely unique in the
entire ecosystem of games, having went from a very promising,
exotic game into a fully realized
AAA franchise.
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The literary background, love for source material, studio’s previous experience with post
-apocalyptic games and that sense of exoticness of the game being from Eastern Europe
all summed up into a very clear and distilled
experiences.
That would never be possible without music.
Alexey Omelchuk has been with the game
since the beginning, composing a lot of different styles used in different ways throughout
three games. Right off the bat, back in 2010,
when Metro 2033 was released, we’d been listening to music we would later praise in this
decade’s post-apocalyptic hits such as The
Last of Us. Coming back to older Metro games, it’s noticeable that the music was good
and used in a very modern and thought-out
way.
Starting with the basics, it works as a typical
illustration to scripted events; minimal music
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All these tiny scenarios that
bring us closer to the world.
evolves as the player gets detected and gets
into fire fights; there is amazing menu music
— and that’s only the tip of the iceberg. Additionally, a lot of music is also in diegesis, the
game’s world, as a part of all these tiny scenarios that bring us closer to the world and
its inhabitants.
The guitar will play if you interact with it.
There are gramophones playing propaganda-heavy tunes in totalitarian stations.
A random citizen may hum a tune. Radio
will play something if you turn it on. There is music all over the specific areas of the
stations.
The music doesn’t only speak through the
game as a system of play and it doesn’t reside between you and the world passively

The narrative heavily relies on it, too. Artyom is a silent protagonist and by no means
can you fully adapt a book into a game. The
moments for exposition and descriptions
are limited, and Metro found a good way
to overcome it and to pay homage to literature as well. Each chapter is introduced
with a voice-over intro that’s accompanied
by music. Those tiny snippets contextualize
the levels as the most crucial and worthy-of
-showing actions Artyom took.
If the narration itself doesn’t necessarily set
up the mechanics and flow of the chapter
(combat, slow-paced metro horror, station tourism), the music does and you are
brought into the right mindset before the
chapter, or it can serve as a substitute for
exposition. Hearing music within the exposition can be a sign that a tough sequence
has just ended and we can take a breather.
It’s amazing that stylistically and compositionally Metro kept up with the production race within the industry even in the
music department. There is vision in these
soundtracks, and it’s even better to have
them used in a varied way. The eclectic nature of the albums shows though mixture
of different styles: the non-diegetic score
was dark, heavy on ambient, full of foreboding tunes and sad themes, and all this is
occasionally stopped with a catchy, jazzing
riff that plays in the game’s world as a sign
of hope within the people. The worldbuilding aspect of music is irreplacable.

Above all, though, music from Metro games speaks to you on emotional level. For
me, the menu guitar is up there among the
best somber guitar tunes from the posta-
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commenting stuff. It speaks through the
characters and the world, thus bonding you
with them. It’s a part of this world. It may
sound pretentious, but music is a very distinct and conscious way of communicating with the player and making it easier
for him to identify themselves with the humane aspect of the apocalypse. We love
music and it’s easier for us to understand
and empathize with a world that loves it
too. Letting us it hear it in the world instead of being passively played it makes all the
difference, as the discovery of that information about the world is left for us and it’s up
to us to notice ourselves there.

©Deep Silver

©Deep Silver

Music is a very distinct and
conscious way of communicating with the player.
pocalyptic genre and some other themes
sprinkled throughout this article are touching at the very least. It’s the key when
fleshing out humanity in such a distress,
and Metro games can proudly say they’ve
achieved that.
Jan Szafraniec
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How Much
Music Is
Too Much
Music
part 2

Last time, I was writing about how the
magnitude and tone of music can affect our perception of the difficulty
of FromSoft games. As far as the typical Soulsborne formula is concerned, there are two ways to look at the
music: one focused on art, and other
slightly more practical, diving into the
relations with other game design elements.
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This formula was shaken up by the studio’s
latest hit — Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice. Gone
was the furious rolling, stamina bar and slow
chipping at the opponent’s healthbar. The
characters were given moving mouths, they
spoke understandable dialogue and music
appeared in-between the bossfights while
exploring. The punishing core of Souls remained, though, pushing the difficulty further
and greatly expanding on the music department. As such, Sekiro is instant classic in some
ways.
The crucial part of this change is adding
jumps, deflecting and thrust countering to
the nerfed dodges and attacks, putting more
pressure on the player, who now can’t just
hit-and-roll. No, Sekiro is a borderline rhythm
game with its combat system that requires

They spoke understandable
dialogue and music appeared
in-between the bossfights while exploring.

©FromSoftware

©FromSoftware
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you to perform multiple, chained and diversified moves with great reflex and strategy. It
simply is more difficult than its predecessors,
but more satisfying as well.
With more music coming from Yuka Kitamura, I’ve had my doubts about implementation, but let’s talk about aesthetics and its
general appeal first. Japan-like tunes, taikos,
flutes, cello. All things considered, it’s a safe
soundtrack with almost no surprises (Fountainhead Palace is a treat in solo listen), which
draws from the composer’s earlier work, while adding more elements closer to her homeland. Not especially outstanding, sometimes
boring and predictable, the music in Sekiro
transposes the previous idea of grand music
into the game, but makes changes to the instrumentation. It’s layers and layers of strings,
brass and Eastern ornaments, forming very
layered and noisy soundtrack with a lot that
is going on at the same time.
It gets unnerving, especially when you get
detected from stealth and get a taiko-siren
booming in your ear, fight another mini-boss
with the same music for the 15th time, or generally struggle with a unique boss. While
aesthetically pleasing initially when setting
up the tone and place, after dying and trying
numerous times, the score becomes a purposeless filler that runs out of any meaning
towards the player halfway through the
game. And instead of everlasting silence, you
get and ever-present music, truly balancing
the other games out. And let me say this again: too much music is never good.
In any other game, a loud and uninspired
score would’ve passed over everyone’s ears.
Its negative influence on the experience would’ve been ignored as it most likely would’ve
been fitted to a way less demanding game.
Here, in Sekiro, I noticed — despite my bias
— that some people in the community (reddit) had actually began turning music off, claiming it was nerve racking and jarring, despite the Souls music “circlejerk”.
Three deadly sins of this soundtrack (and the
game) are no musical variety in the same
gameplay scenarios, lack of thematic and
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instrumental diversity, and excess of instruments used in the tracks (with the distracting
noisy chaos that follows). Sekiro’s music is the
perfect opposite of what the game needed,
giving you no way of getting lost into it and
finding a pattern to focus on (which is what
the combat system teaches you). The “art”
aspect completely outbalances the practical
effects of music here.
Taking the final boss as the prime example,
you are bombarded with quick attacks, delays, gunshots, thrusts, lightning, multiple
phases — the fight is excruciating and the
music fights against you: it meanders up and
down, throws everything at you with no sense of orchestration, distracts you with random
samples. The practical effect of having something to hook onto is non-existent here, as you
will catch no theme or a simple rhythm to get
lost into. The lack of music in some of these fights would not only be unnoticeable, but pleasurable. Some players claim to have defeated
the boss only when turning off the music and
advising others to do the same.
Had the music been forgettable, but still
suited to the tempo and difficulty of the

game, without the constant booming music,
we wouldn’t hear such words in the context
of the FromSoft game. But the technique
used falls behind the tempo and the type of
game that Sekiro is. That type of score here is
an outdated relic that drags behind a nuanced game like a dead weight.
Why not turn it off, then, and just enjoy the
silence? That’s what a lot of people did, including me. And that’s the first time since I’ve
started playing videogames around 20 years
ago. But what a place we’d be in if we doubted music’s purpose instead the creativity of
people who handle it?
This was FromSoft’s experiment into a more
approachable form, an experiment that musically failed to impress the players and resonate with the game. Any other game, I’d
suspend my critique and get affected by
the music, but Sekiro dwells in the territory
of uninspired noise that can’t get a pass for
being narratively justified. Let’s hope it never
happens again.
Jan Szafraniec
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Playing
video games having
visual
disabilities
Some years ago I was playing Layers
of Fear with my friend. At some point
of the gameplay my character turned
around, and my friend said: “Oh, now
all the world turned black and white!”.
I responded: “I do not see any difference.”.
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Yes, I am totally colour blind, I also have several more visual disabilities. And I play video games. In this article I will try to explain
how I deal with that kind of entertainment
and what a person like me might find useful or annoying during gameplay.

A good audio, besides adding
a lot to the overall immersion,
allows me to locate enemies
or expect what might happen
next.

As I am visually impaired, it is natural that
I have good hearing and rely on this sense
much more than other people do. This feature is called compensation. This is why I
pay close attention to the audio design of
the game. A good audio, besides adding a
lot to the overall immersion, allows me to
locate enemies or expect what might happen next.

unds, it hisses, roars and screams, and its
footsteps are also distinctive and loud. Listening to these sounds carefully allows the
player to move forward without the risk of
confrontation. Just wait until the creature
jumps into the ventilation duct and you can
keep (carefully) going. Of course you can
use the location device but I do not have
to mention that much more fun and comfortable than staring into a dot on the radar
is to use your own pair of ears. Also, the sound of the device may alert the Alien if it is
nearby.

A good example of how the sound design
can be helpful in gemaplay, is Alien: Isolation. The main enemy in this game can
appear anytime and anywhere, and as you
cannot kill it, the determination of its location is crucial to your survival. This also
makes Alien: Isolation scary for each playthrough. The Xenomorph emits various so-
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Another great use of audio design is Dead
Space. Like in Alien: Isolation, the enemies
use the vent ducts to move. The sounds

Such a good implementation of sound effects is well executed in Dying Light. As
you have to be in constant motion while
fighting and escaping hordes of zombies,
the fact that it is easy to determine their
location by the sounds they make is really helpful. You can hear clearly which side
the zombie is running at you and hearing it
almost sitting on your back while chasing
you is an unforgettable experience. I can
determine if there is a group of them nearby and how fast they move.
I also would like to mention two older games that have a sound design I find helpful in locating the enemies. Even such an
old game as Quake has something like a
warning system. The game emits characteristic audio cues if danger is nearby.
Not much, but it helps. Another example
is F.E.A.R. and its enemy communication
system. The soldiers still report and give
each other orders, and if they call for backup it means almost entire squad has been
eliminated.

and the tension being built while proceeding forward are good indicators that
something is going to happen, and it really helps me with the sense of direction
in the game. It is not simply battle music
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they make while crawling in there are not
only scary but allow me to determine where
the creatures are and that I have to expect
a nearby attack. They make a lot of noise
while fighting as well, so that makes me
predict how many of them are still left. But
one of the scariest scenes happens when
you enter a corridor and the lights go down.
You suddenly hear crawling right above you
and when you look up, the creature is really
there.

©Supermassive Games
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I left something really special for the end.
It is the soundtrack for Get Even. So far I
focused on the sound design but in this
case it is the score (mixed skillfully with
the audio design) that makes this game
a truly interactive experience, and helps
me during the gameplay. The changes
in music while the enemy approaches

There is still much to do in gaming industry for us, so it is important to make the developers
aware of our special needs.

©Feral Interactive
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and exploration music, like in many today’s productions.
What I mentioned above is useful for me
while playing games, but such features
were designed by the developers regarding an average player, not a player with
special needs. Unfortunately the studios do
not get involved much in accessibility matters. However, there are some praiseworthy
exceptions, like the ability to enlarge the
subtitles in Layers of Fear 2 and Blair Witch
(both games by Bloober Team). The developers of the latest installment of Doom added a video option which allows to adjust
the graphics for people with various forms
of colour blindness. The Chinese Room studio adapted their highly acclaimed Everybody’s Gone to the Rapture game to the
needs of people with visual, hearing and
manual disabilities. The latest Supermassive Games production, Man of Medan, also
has a menu section regarding accessibility.
Such examples make me believe that the
problems of gamers with special needs will
be considered more and more important
for the devs in the future.

©Supermassive Games
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I described what I find helpful during
gameplay, so now I will explain what makes
the gameplay hard for me.
Inability to change the colour and
style of the crosshair
This option was available in older games
and was very useful for me. Accuracy is very
important in FPS games, so it is really frustrating not being able to see the crosshair
clearly.
Enemy tagging icons
Usually enemies in games are marked red
which is quite understandable. However
in dark locations it fails for me as I am totally colour blind. In a great game such as
A Plague Tale: Innocence aiming precisely
for the opponent’s head in dark areas is really difficult. It would be very helpful if an
option to change the colour of such icons
into some bright colours existed.
Minimaps
Some action games that have large open
worlds (S.T.A.L.K.E.R., Dying Light) have a
small map in the corner of the screen, whe-

Quick Time Events
The choice sequences in which a game makes you press certain buttons in short amount of time are really unnerving for gamers
with disabilities. The player has to quickly
realise what button has to be pressed and
immediately take action, so it is based on
the player’s reflexes. Games like Detroit: Become Human or Man of Medan have action
sequences that consist mainly of QTEs, and
there is no way to disable them. However
the aforementioned Man of Medan has
an option in which the sequences stay on
screen until you press a button.

gaming industry for us, so it is important to
make the developers aware of our special
needs. Video games are part of entertainment and art, and as there are movies with
audiodescription or audiobooks, they also
should be accessible for everyone.
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re you can see the direction and lots of little icons regarding your mission and other
statuses. Looking at that map is really painful for short-sighted people. Of course I can
always open the regular large map but it
does not help with the gameplay. How convenient it would be if the player was able
to change the size of this tiny map.

©Feral Interactive

Very small subtitles or subtitles displayed on non contrast
backgrounds
I do not have to tell you how difficult it is to
read them.
Too many visual stimulants
When too much is happening on the
screen, it is very stressful for the eyes, not to
mention the brain. A good example would
be the Observer game, although having
some very good ideas and an interesting
story. The game delivers long sequences
which attack you with so many visual effects, transitions etc. that it makes you feel
like being thrown into the dream of a madman. I know it was the devs’ artistic vision
but this is a really painful experience.

©Supermassive Games
Izabela Besztocha

In this article I described my own experiences as a video gamer with visual disabilities. It is written from my perspective but
I can assume many visually impaired players may agree with my observations, and
if they do not or have something more to
add, I will gladly know their opinions. The
gamers with other kinds of disabilities are
also welcome. There is still much to do in
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Grim
Fandango
And The Jazz
In Soundtracks

Contemplating the path that contemporary music has evolved
through, it’s difficult not to stop
by jazz for at least a moment – the
acquired taste issue, performing
mastery and improvisation have
been dividing listeners for many
decades.
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The point of this article, though, is not defending or attacking one side or the other,
but rather something of a Freudian psychoanalysis and a deeper look into the subject
genre. Because if we looked at jazz through the eye of illustrative music, we could
find out that it’s not as bad as some people
make it. Moreover – it fits the soundtrack
requirements extremely well.
The victim which we’ll base our discussion
on is the score of one of the most interesting adventure games ever developed. The
testament of Grim Fandango, it’s music,
shows perfectly how many of jazz characteristics fit the soundtracks – for example let’s
take a look at the element of improvisation.
If well thought-through, it helps battle any
audial impasse and it’s a window for artificial intelligence to unleash the full potential (because, based on current technology
trends, AI will in the future compose soundtracks in real time and with full responsiveness to what is happening on screen). Go-
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The testament of Grim
Fandango, it’s music,
shows perfectly how many
of jazz characteristics fit
the soundtracks.
ing further: flexible instrumentation (from
swinging big-bands to much more intimate duets/trios) assures the artistic freedom
while not distorting too much our idea of
jazz. And, as music that often takes on the
role of ambient (what is usually played in
supermarkets, restaurants, at the dentist’s
office?), it also has a good starting position
in the world of soundtracks.
Of course, every artistic path has it’s certain
style, and we wouldn’t really put Batushka
kind of black metal in My Little Pony franchise. Although illustrative music’s status
quo allows us (or perhaps, allowed us?) to
put symphonic tracks wherever possible,
jazz falls much further from the tree. It does

Grim Fandango is not just a safe ambler
(in opposition to, for example, The Sims’
music), but rather a little bit crazy pioneer,
which was not afraid to found the musical
experience as a whole, on two very alien, for
soundtracks, genres. Other than jazz, it’s
worth to mention the usage of latino music
– a choice equally safe (fits perfectly with
the Mexican Día de Muertos, doesn’t it?) as
it is curious. With quite a lot of humour being present in the game, such musical decision compliments it well.

Is it still jazz, or is it a perfect
counterfeit?
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not change the fact, though, that all the
aforementioned characteristics let composers and developers easily create new and
exciting audio visions. Some people might
be surprised that we had to wait until the
year 1998 to get a jazz soundtrack… but was
it not worth it? Especially because it seems
to have started on it’s own a certain trend
involving New Orlean-based genre (click,
click).

©Double Fine Productions

Considering how the game’s atmosphere
relies heavily on the Spanish/Mexican language and culture (for example, the characters look like Mexican figurines and many
of them have Spanish names), we could
ask a question as to why Peter McConnell
(the composer) along with LucasArts didn’t
decide to emphasize traditional Mexican
music in the score. That would have been
a solution at the same time effective and
extraordinary.

Jazz lets composers and
developers easily create new
and exciting audio visions.

©Double Fine Productions
Marek Domagała

Of course, it’s hard not to look away from
the „soundtrack” vibe of this… soundtrack –
we can hear solutions that any listener can
easily distinguish as much more practical,
in terms of gameplay, than artistic. Without considering the gameplay needs and
the narrative’s consistency, and if the music
consisted only of unedited jazz standards,
we would get Pulp Fiction or Reservoir
Dogs. Here comes another question: is it
still jazz, or is it a perfect counterfeit?
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How To
Listen To
Horror
Music
PART 1
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Let’s ask any music lover about their favorite
genre. In response, we could hear practically
anything: rock, soundtracks, jazz, gregorian
chants. From Merzbow to Wagner. But have
you ever met a person in love with such soundtracks as Resident Evil 7 or Dead Space?

Let’s listen to Jessica Curry’s An Early
Harvest from Everybody’s Gone to the
Rapture. It seduces us with masterful
composition, great arrangement and a
memorable leading theme. The piece is
full of satisfyingly resolving intervals, and
the string, harp and woodwind parts had
been arranged very elegantly. It seems
that this song will definitely satisfy those
who seek in music classical sounds.
And now let’s indulge in Soldier Attack
from the first Outlast game. It’s very kind
of the composer (or, depending on the

point of view, very impolite) to remember
about the listener’s possible heart diseases when naming the track appropriately.
Drums go crazy, brass keeps stressing out
the devil’s tritone, everybody goes crazy.
That’s a jumpscare. We can assume that
the first piece will move the listener, and
the second one will scare or exhaust him.
Nobody needs a job at NASA to conclude
that it’s connected to our nature – in part,
to the beauty standards. And nobody needs an IQ above 150 to foresee the listener’s comeback to the first track rather
than to the second one.
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Time to get to the point. Based on a (very
bold) hypothesis saying that it’s possible to
listen to horror music (not meaning melancholic main themes only) with just as much
eagerness and curiosity as we listen to the
more „musical” soundtracks, I’ll try to show
ways of doing that. But before we start, let
me answer this very obvious question: why
would anybody want to try to listen with
pleasure to scores that are supposed to terrorize us? Although the clues listed in this
article, below, are not the discoveries of the
century and neither do they open our third
eye, it’s important to have them in mind.
Read on.
Horror music, to fulfill it’s purposes, uses
neurobiological analogies. This isn’t only
the case with this subgenre, but it’s the
scary scores that benefit the most from
it. Through those analogies, it directly

We have entered a new level
of scoring for media.
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influences the body of the listener: through bass pulses it brings up the heart
rate, scares through sudden percussion
hits and dynamic changes, it can simulate ear ringing through sound design and
drones… and so on. Many composers have
taken this path throughout the years. But
it developed during the last few decades.
Drones and bass pulses are a relatively
new thing, and the idea of introducing
the connection between music and our
own body is a signal that we’ve entered a
new level of scoring for media. So it probably will not take long before composers
start to conduct our bodies even more
directly, not only in the horror terms. And
right now we have the tools to prepare for
that perfectly.
There are a couple of decisions that we
need to make. The first one is: are we going to be listening passively, using the sounds to create a certain underlying mood
for us to do something else, or are we going
to be listening actively – giving the music
all the attention and maybe even analysing
it on the go? Both approaches have their
pros and cons, but the most important is
the decision itself. The least desirable outcome here would be to conjoin the two approaches into an uneffective combination,
through which we have a desire to do something else besides listening, but in mind,
we come back to the sounds, which might
escalate the tension coming out of the headphones/speakers, but might not necessarily lead to understanding the music better. Are we not afraid of that what we do not
recognize?
Point two: analysis. I’m sure that sometimes – or far more often – your mind actively deconstructs the piece you’re listening to. Instruments, structure, emotions
and their causes, contexts… If there was a
caveman and we showed him one of Picasso’s paintings, he would most likely just
scratch his head and leave. On the other
hand, if we were to mention Picasso in a
conversation with somebody studying
the history of art, there would be no end
to their excitement. This hyperbole shows
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It probably will not take long
before composers start to
conduct our bodies even more
directly, not only in the horror
terms.
that the more we see, the more we can
appreciate. With Resident Evil or The Evil
Within, it’s not so easy, but horror music,
although distant from other subgenres,
has so much influence over them that we
should pay more attention to it. Even if not
for the subgenre itself, perhaps for those
that benefit from it.
Let’s also not forget about an extremely important matter – the taste. Mr A loves the
soundtracks from Cuphead and Grim Fandango, Mr B, on the other hand – Doom
and Wolfenstein. Even though soundtracks
can, like no other genre, broaden our horizons, nobody is expected to fall in love with
each and every one of them. Nonetheless,
it’s worth to stress out that despite this apparent zero-one system according to which
you either like the score or you don’t (because most of the horror OSTs sound fairly

similar), there are ambassadors of dreadful
soundtracks that could easily pin down this
binary system.
That’s why until now I purposefully omitted to mention a fundamental video game
series. The talk’s about Silent Hill and its
veteran composer/sound designer – Akira
Yamaoka for a long time was responsible
not only for the music tracks, but also for
the audio effects. The Konami’s series is,
musically-speaking, full of many original
ideas (while being very approachable for
a layman), and all the while it doesn’t let
the dread escape. I’m sure that for most
of you, Akira Yamaoka’s works are nothing
new; they would be a great invitation to the
world of horror music, more of which in the
second part of the article. How about you?
What are your favorite scary soundtracks?
Marek Domagała
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Sound
design in
horror
games
Video games from the survival horror genre are scary not
only because of the visuals. The sound working is as equal
part of them as the graphic matter. In modern video games,
the role of the sound is highly important; it is a key element
along with the graphics needed to make the player feel fully
immersed in the world of the game. In horror productions,
the audio has an additional function – to trigger off fear and
tension into the player. In this article I will describe a couple
of games from the genre which I think deal well with that
function.
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Alien: Isolation (Creative Assembly)
This science fiction horror, published in
2014, is a very well done part of the universe
of the iconic saga about the Xenomorphs.
The detail oriented presentation of the represented world, implementation of the original score, and the collaboration with the
cast of the Alien movie are the main advantages of this production. The game is brilliantly sound designed – and what is more
important, it is one of the very few games
in which relying on hearing is the strategy
for survival. The main enemy, that is Alien,
is not scripted so it can appear anywhere
and anytime. It can be alerted by noise, too.
Because it cannot be killed or fled from, listening to the sounds it makes is necessary
in an attempt to localize its position. And it
makes plenty of diverse and frightening sounds. You can hear it crawling in the vent
shafts, you can hear its steps on the metal
floors while it walks around the dark corridors. It roars and shrieks, and if something
disturbs it, it makes a spine-tingling hiss,
which is a sign for the player that danger is
coming and it is time to hide immediately.
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All of these keeps the player in unbearable
tension and makes Alien: Isolation a really
bloodcurdling experience.
Dead Space (Visceral Games/ EA Redwood Shore)
Another science fiction horror, which takes
place on the spaceship named USG Ishimura
that is possessed by alien creatures. There are
three installments of this game, however the
first one deserves to be called a horror game
the most. The game is full of scary and disturbing scenes and sounds. The metal structure
of the large ship transmits every sound easily,
even the distant one. That means in the game
we can hear metal objects falling, horrible
screams far away, radio transmissions and
whispers spreading in the ventilation ducts.
At the moments when the lights suddenly
go out, the sounds of the creatures crawling
nearby make the skin crawl. The disturbing
scenes mentioned before are for example
a horrifying female scream echoing a room
the player enters, an insane chuckle of a woman cutting a live man apart, a man committing suicide by banging his head against

SOMA (Frictional Games)
We are going from the outer space to the
bottom of the ocean, for in the game created by Frictional Games, known for the highly acclaimed Amnesia, the player gets into
a mysterious underwater research complex.
The fact that we are under the water makes
us feel uncomfortable. The ocean in SOMA
is not a bright lighted, peaceful place known
from the BioShock series. It is dark and inhospitable, and the perfect sound design makes us feel overwhelmed by the cold mass
of water, full of mutated sea life and hostile
machines. The sounds of the surroundings
are very well crafted – the sounds of the machines, water dripping in the rooms and surrounding the main character’s body, water
currents – and the close attention deserve
the sounds of the monsters. Most of them
are mutated and deformed humans wandering around the complex, screaming and
shrieking in excruciating pain. The player
has to avoid them moving very quietly, and
in some cases he cannot even look at the
creatures. Their proximity also causes electromagnetic interference that disrupts the
main character’s vision. All of these combined with terrifying sounds make the gameplay intense and heavy. In my opinion SOMA
is the best sound designed game made by
this studio. It is also one of the most frightening and tense horror games.
Outlast (Red Barrels)
Outlast is a game that scares with its soundtrack. A gloomy, Victorian building of a psychiatric hospital, where some cruel experiments on patients are being performed, is
a good but somewhat worn horror scenery.
In this case though an interesting story is accompanied with a disturbing soundtrack by
Samuel Laflamme which makes the scenery less cliched. The score is unpleasant and
contains plenty of hair raising moments that
follow the player in his journey through the
terrifying hospital. Unsettling tuba sounds,

prepared piano clusters, earsplitting violins –
all of these is a perfect illustration of what we
experience during the gameplay. A very good
sound design makes the sound of the game
whole. The perfect sounds of the storm, the
walls and wooden planks screeching, the patients mumbling and screaming makes us
immersed in this insane world.
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the wall… Dead Space makes the player feel
overwhelmed and the sound design takes a
great part in that. Wise use of reverb intensifies this feeling, making the player feel lost in
the dark corridors of Ishimura.

F.E.A.R. and F.E.A.R. 2: Project Origin (Monolith)
F.E.A.R. (First Encounter Assault Recon) is a
shooter in a survival horror mood which came
out in 2005. A story of a mission of a military
squad specialized in dealing with paranormal
threats, along with a heartbreaking story of
a girl named Alma who is a victim of experiments makes this game not a typical shooter.
The main character is extremely sensitive to
paranormal activity, which is very interesting
in terms of sound design. Every time we receive an odd signal, we hear a distinctive clicking in the communication system. This is a
“message of an unknown origin”. Sometimes
the clicking reveals harmless anomalies like
the broken lights but most of the time it accompanies the manifestation of Alma’s ghost
or some other ghosts connected to her story.
In the continuation published four years later, the clicking was replaced with an unpleasant noise, which made her presence even
more uncomfortable. Considering the fact
that Alma is able to kill a human with the power of her mind, leaving nothing but a bloody
skeleton, and in the second installment of the
game she physically attacks the protagonist,
the sonic manifestation of her appearing is
unpleasantly breathtaking. Despite that, we
can hear her whispering, chuckling and trying
to communicate with the player, which makes the feeling even more terrifying, and also
shows how tragic that character is.
The sound in horror games is an interesting
matter, as the graphic design in these productions is only half the battle. To successfully scare the player, both parts need to be
skillfully merged.
Izabela Besztocha
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What
scares us
in Silent
Hill 1-4?
The Silent Hill series, especially the
first four installments, have become iconic among the fans of horror
games. Emotionally driven stories,
haunting monster creatures designed by Masahiro Ito, and above
all, music by Akira Yamaoka are the
strongest features of these productions. For each of them Yamaoka
wrote ear catching cues based on
guitar, piano and synthesizers – so
to mention the iconic main theme
from the first Silent Hill installment
or the lyrical Promise (Reprise) from
Silent Hill 2. However, in this article
we will not focus on such parts of
these soundtracks.
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Akira Yamaoka created the
frightening sound universe.
Silent Hill is a horror series and, as it is commonly known, horror games are made to
scare us. Music pays an important role in
that process. Very low- and very high-pitched, modulated or harsh sounds evoke a
sense of danger to the listener. It is what
is left of the primal era, when such sounds
were associated either with predators or
something unknown, and unknown causes
anxiety. Composers for horror films and games often find that fact useful by building
up the tense atmosphere using strings.
Yamaoka however decided to use electronic instruments.

with the “Beware the dog” label, we enter
the terrifying alternative world for the first
time, as well as the school filled with creatures resembling children with pincers instead of hands.
Escalating, metallic hits in All, trance-like
beat mixed with something that sounds

The first installment was released in 1999
and, after so many years, still gives us the
creeps. The music takes part in that as well,
and in the first Silent Hill it is really harsh
and disturbing. By using simple techniques, the composer was able to make me feel
like with my heart in my mouth in locations
©Akira Yamaoka
like the alley, where after crossing the gate
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The music takes part in that as
well, and in the first Silent Hill it
is really harsh and disturbing.
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like a processed siren in Over and Devil’s
Lyric. A rhythmic pulse and dissonant synthesizers combined with high-pitched,
unsettling sound in I’ll Kill You or complete
cacophony in My Heaven. The perfect ac-

Silent Hill is a horror series and,
as it is commonly known, horror
games are made to scare us.
companiment to evade (or fight) the specimens from Ito’s bestiary. Silent Hill OST is
the scariest in the entire series in my opinion, and for sure it was scary and unique
at the times the game appeared.
The second installment of the series mainly
focuses on the tragedy of the story, hence
its soundtrack is more melancholic and polished, and less harsh, although containing
perfect scary cues as well. Trance-like rhythm in Ashes and Ghost and The Darkness
that Lurks in Our Minds, noisey grindings in
Black Mind or pulsating bass loop in Silent
Heaven are the darkest parts of the Silent
Hill 2 OST, which flavour this story of guilt
and personal tragedies with the mixture of
tension and anxiety.
Silent Hill 3 in turn has got not many spine
tingling cues in its soundtrack, and if there are any, they are unsettling openings to
the actual tracks (yet existing on their own
in the game), like A Stray Child or Innocent
Moon. The exceptions are based on a tribal
-like, disturbing chant Prayer and dark, distorted Heads No.2. In the game however
we can hear lots of unpleasant synthesizer
loops, which are so characteristic for the
series.

Silent Hill OST is the scariest in
the entire series in my opinion.

©Konami Digital Entertainment

played in flamenco style with a synthesizer
drone in the background. When hearing
this cue in the game menu, it introduces us
to the world of gruesome, mysterious murders committed from beyond the grave,
though the game itself makes us feel scared not with its soundtrack but rather with
its sound design.
From Silent Hill 3 on, the scores focus more
on tracks with typical song structure, especially considering the fact of cooperating
with Mary Elizabeth McGlynn on vocals. It
does not change the fact that Akira Yamaoka created the frightening sound universe, which accompanies the psychological
horror games, that inspire various game
developers to this day, who try to combine
fear with interesting story. The combination
of disturbing sounds with evocative visuals
and intriguing gameplay makes a perfect
recipe for players scared to death.
Izabela Besztocha

Silent Hill 4: The Room is pretty similar. The
sequences of creepy sounds are used here
as openings or endings of certain cues, like
in Waverer or Room of Angel. However,
The Last Mariachi deserves close attention,
a variation of the iconic Silent Hill theme,
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COVER STORY

Materia
Collective
‒ THE COMPOSER’s
PATRONS
Materia Collective just celebrated their fourth
anniversary, marking another year of producing
and publishing young, promising artists of the
game music world. Completely outgrowing the
definition of a typical label, Materia aides them
by covering the logistics and providing an affable workspace (to exchange ideas and help them
improve their skills).
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The label’s discography shows just how open they are.
Whether it’s an indie soundtrack or a cover
album, the artist has a chance to have their
ideas produced and published by professionals, an opportunity that otherwise would
not be possible. That is the core idea and
a foundation of Materia Collective’s work,
that has remained throughout the years.
It reaches to their roots — a community of
fans that gathered to collaborate and popularize video game music.
So what makes Materia Collective such a
desirable label? Their popularity comes
from human approach to both artists and
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listeners — as a musician full of hopes and
dreams, this is where I would love to start
my career. And what a career, too. Who wouldn’t love to be a part of Final Fantasy, The
Legend of Zelda or NieR: Automata? The label’s discography (so many releases to suit
all tastes) shows just how open they are,
and it’s the same with their Facebook place.
The inclusive nature of the label seeps into
the relations with the listeners — the album
library is easily accessible to everyone. All
in all, it’s music from, for and to everybody
who appreciates video games. One simply
cannot help but fall in love with that.
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Pluckhead: A Cuphead
String Album

Celeste (Original
Soundtrack)

An album that shows Cuphead’s soundtrack in a new light, utilizing strings, guitars
and mixing different styles to pass on the
spirit of the game in a jazzing way.

Like a time machine, Celeste’s soundtrack
retraces our steps back to days of arcade
gaming and it’s pixel-perfect graphics. As
true to chiptune as possible, the score is
a no-brainer for anybody looking for pure
emotions.

UNDERTALE Soundtrack

Another World Symphony

A heart-warming tale told by one person,
loved by so many of us. This music has
brought together chiptune, simplicity and
passion and gave it all a beautiful welcome.

The promising title of this release is nothing
compared to how magnificent it sounds.
It’s incredible both as a commentary to the
iconic video game and as a masterclass in
evoking myriads of moods and emotions.
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SUCCESSOR: Final
Fantasy VIII Remixed
As the iconic series evolved throughout
the years, so has it’s musical palette – we
can safely say that it’s more diverse than
anything. This homage is the ultimate statement about the beauty of diversity and
the brilliance of unification.

The Last of Us Remixed
With a more classical sound, piano, string
quartet and vocals let us reimagine the
main themes from The Last of Us, capturing their somber beauty from a new
perspective.
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Moss Soundtrack
Moss’ music tells a wonderful, string-led
fable full of playful themes and touching
melodies, showing his non-horror side in
a unique way.

Piano Collections:
Chrono Trigger
The cult-classic jRPG’s beauty lies in both
it’s story and the mesmerizing, brilliantly
simplistic soundtrack. And the touching
piano arrangements of it, engaging and
mysterious, bring us one step closer to understanding what true art is like.
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The album library is easily
accessible to everyone.
Marek Domagała

Jan Szafraniec

Resurrection of
the Night: Alucard’s Elegy
A follow-up album to the Ressurection of
the Night, this crowdfunded album shows
the magnitude of Castlevania: Symphony of the Night soundtrack played by live
choir and orchestra.

Where Water Taste Like
Wine Soundtrack
Splendid soundtrack for the game has bluegrass, jazz, country or blues blended into
a guitar-led Americana composition about
life on the road in the 1930s USA.
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Time’s End II:
Majora’s Mask Remixed

The album is now available!
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Jon
Everist
we are far in the future
with amazing technology

Jon Everist’s soundtrack for BattleTech was chosen by our readers
as the best soundtrack of 2018. Recently I had the pleasure of interviewing the composer and asking him about that score and his
upcoming score for Disintegration.

Are you a fan of the BattleTech franchise?
What brought you to scoring the recent
BattleTech game?
Jon Everist: MechWarrior 2 was one of the
first PC games I ever played – I didn’t have
a computer, so I would play at my friends
place. I remember being blown away by it.
I’d never seen anything like it before. I never
got deep into the lore and world of it all though because I was very much a Super Nintendo kid. I was obsessed with games like

I wanted to paint the feudal family infighting and power struggle with the brush of an almost
medieval sound.
Final Fantasy 3 and Chrono Trigger, but a
lot of the tabletop and PC games went over
my head a bit since I was 10 at the time.
I’ve been lucky enough to have worked on
Harebrained Schemes games since the first
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Shadowrun. We’ve established a lot of mutual trust, so I was very happy they asked me
to care for the revival of classic BattleTech in
video game form. In a lot of ways, I think
my naivety about how massive BattleTech
was served me well when I was approached
to do the score. I was able to take a look at
the franchise with fresh eyes that weren’t
overwhelmed with this vast sense of nostalgia or adherence to norms in the music that
have persisted since the 80’s and 90’s.
What I did have in my toolset was that sense of awe when I got to play MechWarrior,
or my first visit to a BattleTech center. As I
started to delve deeper into the lore of the
universe and the complex characters that
the team was writing, it was hard not to be
overwhelmingly inspired. Ultimately, we
were telling a war story, so I wanted to focus
on that first as a base for the music.
BattleTech is a game mainly about the
battles between large mechanical warriors. Do you think that an epic, orchestral score is the best option for so called
battle music?
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My hope was that the music would lead with empathy instead of
focusing on the sensational.
Jon Everist: BattleTech is inherently drenched in larger than life action – but for this
score I tried my best to take a step back and
reframe the notion that the music has to be
testosterone-filled or consistently overcharged and over reverential to the sorts of action films that were being made in the 90’s
(which I still love by the way).
I think the way I hoped to approach the score for BattleTech was that was with concern
for the thoughts and motivations of the
person inside the mech. As I said before, I
think this is a war story, and it’s a story about a mercenary crew who is barely holding
on and struggling to make a living in what
is largely an unjust and violent world. These people are doing work for corrupt politicians or mega corporations not because
they agree with them or care about their
successes or failures, they are just trying to
survive.

I think the story itself is a pretty sweeping
war epic. It was pitched to me as “Game of
Thrones in Space” so I felt that an orchestral
score was appropriate, but there’s also a
frontier Firefly vibe going on there too with
your mercenary campaign. I wanted to
paint the feudal family infighting and power struggle with the brush of an almost
medieval sound, and I wanted to treat the
mercenary side with more electronics and

some grittiness to show how the “normal”
everyday person lives their life and views
the political infighting of the ruling class as
inconsequential and with a fair amount of
disdain.
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When they come back to their dropship,
they are humans with motivations and fears. Going into battle in a giant mech is
extremely dangerous, and they know that
the mech is much more valuable than their own life, which is always on their mind. I
wanted the player to really feel the weight
of these decisions. Of course you can play
as a ruthless leader, but I think most players will do the campaign and really feel like
they are in charge of a group of people that
they genuinely care about and do not want
to get killed, but are often forced to put
them in terrible situations that can ultimately result in their death. My hope was that
the music would lead with empathy instead of focusing on the sensational.

In this soundtrack we can find lots of beautiful, affecting parts. Is it easy for you
as a composer to convey emotions through your music?

My job is to enforce what the
player is already feeling by other
inputs like art and writing.

©Harebrained Schemes

©Harebrained Schemes
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European orchestras, especially
recently, work a lot in film and
games, but tend to adhere to
more classical sensibilities.
Jon Everist: I think it’s only easy when the
writing and the characters are fully realized.
Harebrained Schemes has amazing writers,
and Andrew McIntosh continuously delivers
complex and nuanced characters where all
I have to do is read a scene or hear about
their backstory and the music just starts to
write itself. It’s much more difficult to write
disingenuously, where a character or scene
doesn’t deserve an emotive treatment and
you have to try to force the player to feel a
certain way about things. My job is to enforce what the player is already feeling by
other inputs like art and writing.
To record the score, you chose the musical ensembles from Germany, Hungary
and Latvia. What was the reason?
Jon Everist: These are world class players
and they are also very familiar with classi-

©Harebrained Schemes
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cal sounding music. I wanted to approach
this score that exuded the feudal qualities
of the BattleTech universe. We are far in the
future with amazing technology, but in a
lot of ways we are still in the dark ages and
have gone backwards in terms of politics.
I wanted to capture that in many cues by
using almost medieval sounding orchestrations and playing, especially when referencing the politics of the era.
Did you experience any difference between working with American and European musicians?
Jon Everist: All of these musicians are world
class. I see players in America and around
the world as true super heroes. The fact
that they can sit down with a piece they’ve
just looked at and play it beautifully is simply amazing to see. In America, it’s usually
easier to nail a ‘Hollywood’ sound simply
by the fact that a lot of music in big budget films is recorded in the US. European
orchestras, especially recently, work a lot
in film and games, but tend to adhere to
more classical sensibilities, although that’s
a broad generalization.

You used lots of analog sounds in your
BattleTech soundtrack. Have you got
many analog synthesizers in your studio?
Jon Everist: I have a few. I rely heavily on my
modular synth setup and my Prophet synthesizer. I do work a lot with software synths as well. I love the tactile musicality of an
analog synth, but they can also be unruly
and take a lot of time to dial in good sounds. For output and speed, nothing beats
a software synth like Zebra.
Did you build any instrument on your
own to use it in the score?
Jon Everist: I built an instrument I lovingly
called “The Frankenstring”. BattleTech was
all about making due with what you had
available, so I thought it would be cool to
take a trip to home depot and put together

I think the goal of a good game
score is to make it sound like
the whole game is composed
linearly.

elements that I really enjoyed creating and
mixing with orchestra. This is a very cinematic game with a super cool single player
campaign. The acting and cinematics are
pretty incredible, which is always a joy to
write to. I was able to really focus on ‘melody’ and memorability for this one, which
I always enjoy. Often times in modern scoring, melody takes second fiddle to texture,
but I find that in Disintegration I get to do
both, which is super fun.
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A good example is that if you show an LA
musician a double forte they will usually
understand that it means to play extremely
loud if the context of the writing suggests
it, whereas a double forte in Europe would play that less aggressively unless told
otherwise.

What difference do you see between scoring for video games and scoring for film?
Jon Everist: There are so many – but of course there are cinematics in games that are
scored like films, but the meat of a game
needs to be scored in a way that doesn’t
break the musical fourth wall, which in my
opinion is when someone can clearly tell
when the music is shifting gears.
I think the goal of a good game score is to
make it sound like the whole game is composed linearly when in fact behind the scenes there’s many levels of randomization
and interactivity. I fail at this constantly, but
it’s still a good goal to have.
Izabela Besztocha

an instrument with various household objects to use as atmosphere, percussion, and
textures for the game. It just adds a sense
of place and realness to some of the score
that is hard to capture with samples. It was
a lot of fun too!
You’ve just finished scoring the Disintegration game. It is yet another science
fiction title, with lots of fighting. What
should we expect about the music?
Jon Everist: I’m actually still working on the
game. It’s a very interesting and fun title
and the music has been a joy to write. It’s
a hybrid score that uses a lot of synthetic
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Nathan
Whitehead
The post-apocalyptic setting
forces us to re-examine our sense
of morality and what motivates us

„The post-apocalyptic setting forces us
to re-examine our sense of morality and
what motivates us.” — answered Nathan
Whitehead, the composer for Days Gone,
to one of my questions, letting me know
he really dug into Bend Studio’s latest hit
he’d decided to compose the music for.

In our interview, he shares his thoughts on composing for all the themes of Days Gone, what inspired the
soundtrack, how it affected his career
and what he digs about composing for
videogames.
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For starters, I’d like to ask what was the atmosphere like at the studio when creating
Days Gone, of course with music in mind?
Despite some minor flaws that the game
has, it is noticeable at first glance that the
team have put a lot of heart in this game
– I’d like to know to what was your artistic and personal relationship with folks at
Bend Studio.
Nathan Whitehead: Our relationship was interesting because I’m based in Los Angeles
and Bend is 800 miles north in Oregon. We
didn’t see each other in person on a day-today basis but I met with John Garvin (writer
and director) and Paul Deakin (the audio
lead) when they were in L.A. and I also visited the studio. I think you said it nicely that
Bend Studio put a lot of heart in this game
and that was a big inspiration to me from
the very beginning. In my conversations with
John, it was apparent how passionate he was
about telling this story. His enthusiasm was
energizing and infectious. I think it made the
game better and made the process really

©SCE Bend Studio
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satisfying. Bend Studio sent me tons of art,
game capture and even rough performance
capture video for me to work to.
The core of our artistic relationship was simply being completely immersed in the world
of the game and continually striving to write
music that resonated with this story and this
place. That might sound obvious but it’s really special to be afforded that level of creative focus and it made the work so rewarding.
On a personal level, the team at Bend were a
great hang and they gave me such a warm
welcome when I visited their studio. Relative
to other AAA games, Bend is a smaller team
and it was amazing to see them at work. The
talent there is truly amazing.
Continuing the previous question, how closely were you working with John Garvin
and Jeff Ross? Days Gone is a well-directed,
well-paced and distinguishable experience
that shows good directing, especially for an
open-world game, and I’d like to know what
was your cooperation like with them? Did
you have any differences? What was their
vision of the music when they first approached you?
Nathan Whitehead: John was my main point
of contact at Bend Studio and I also worked
closely with Sony music producers Pete Scaturro and Keith Leary. Their vision, as I understood it, was that the score needed to speak
to the human emotion in the story as much
as it spoke to the action and horror elements.
I think this is unique for an open-world action
survival game. I don’t recall any major differences in opinion but it was this long, iterative process where I would write music and
we would all have a conversation about it and
analyze what works and what was missing. I
think taking all this time to refine really helped the score become cohesive and hopefully
have a unique “Days Gone” sound.
Truth be told, after hearing the soundtrack
without the game’s context, I was quite intrigued by how big and poetic it is (not really believing it is for a zombie game). For that
I enjoyed it (both the music and the game).
Was there anything in Deacon’s story that
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moved you significantly or something that
just spoke to you from the game’s themes?
Nathan Whitehead: I love that you had this
reaction and this was one of the aspects of
Days Gone that made it such an amazing project to be a part of. I’m fascinated by stories
that explore broad ideas of human purpose and motivation. These elements are a big
part of Deacon’s story and that really spoke
to me. The post-apocalyptic setting forces us
to re-examine our sense of morality and what
motivates us. It forces us to really think about
whether the end justifies the means. These
are overarching ideas throughout the Days
Gone story and they presented a wonderful
opportunity for the score to, hopefully, dig a
little deeper in addition to the action and horror elements.
A rather obvious question – Days Gone has
been compared to The Last of Us as both
games share many similarities, although
general. I don’t really think that there is that
much of tLoU there, but I’d like to know if
the more emotional, sentimental and warmer part of the score was somehow influenced by Gustavo Santaolalla’s music?
What were your major inspirations for this
game or in general?

Nathan Whitehead: I have heard so many
good things about TLOU but I’ve never actually played the game! It wasn’t an influence but
it is on my list to play. My major inspirations
were the story, specifically Deacon’s past and
his internal process, as well as the game’s setting in the U.S. Pacific Northwest. I think nature can encourage us to reflect and question
our place in the world.
I think this setting is the perfect backdrop for
Deacon to be dealing with his past and trying
to make sense of the world in it’s current state,
after the Freaker infection. To me, these elements called for music that was a little more
contemplative in tone. What I loved about
Days Gone is that it explores these universally
human themes of meaning and the value of
relationships. These aspects really drove the
warmer, sentimental side of the score.
Days Gone is an open-world game which,
thankfully, plays some good music when
you are driving around. Sometimes there
is just you, the sunset and your bike, then
the music kicks in with guitar and percussion, really catching the moment. It reminded me of the road movies and served
as this really cool biker type of radio. Was
Deacon’s lifestyle and culture a major in-
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spiration for you? I’ve read that you ride a
bike yourself!
Nathan Whitehead: I’m so glad you enjoyed
the bike riding music because this is something we really focused on! I love those moments in the game when I’m cruising on my
bike and I’m suddenly surprised by this amazing view. Deacon’s lifestyle and biker culture
were definitely part of the inspiration for these
pieces in the score. I felt like the guitars and
percussion was a sound that felt believable for
Deacon. And it’s a funny story about my own
bike riding–I have mentioned that, however,
the ride I was referring was on my bicycle and
NOT motorcycle! I went on a long 400 mile
mountain bike ride through the parts of Oregon where the game takes place. Even on a
bicycle, it was a really powerful experience
and it gave me a great sense of being on that
open road.
Days Gone uses some songs during a few
really touching moments. Who were they
picked by and is there any context to why
these were chosen (I loved the part with
Soldier’s Eyes by Jack Savoretti)?
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Nathan Whitehead: I wasn’t involved in choosing the songs but the team at Sony did an
amazing job finding songs that fit perfectly with the score and the story. And I totally
agree, the moment when Soldier’s Eyes plays
is really special!
Was scoring a long, open world game a big
challenge for you? There is a lot of music
to compose and produce — fighting music, driving around music, cutscene music,
scripted sequences music. Were you challenged to compose any type of scoring material that seemed unfamiliar to you? Was
there anything completely new for you?
Were you feeling even a bit overwhelmed?
Nathan Whitehead: Scoring Days Gone was a
huge challenge! I have to force myself to focus on small chunks at a time. If I think too far
ahead about everything on my to-do list, then
it does become overwhelming. And there
are generally some overwhelming moments
on every project despite my best efforts. I’m
always looking to learn new things on every
project and one fun exploration on Days Gone
was writing for lap steel guitar. It’s sprinkled

You’ve had experience with horrors and
thrillers and it shows in Days Gone, especially when you run for your life from hordes. I
noticed that there is a healthy balance between electronics and orchestral elements.
What’s your take on what is and what is not
scary music? I mean, the directors tell you:
„The player will be chased down by 200 angry zombies”. What was your go-to idea?
How was this part of the score evolving?
Nathan Whitehead: For Days Gone, I wanted
the electronic elements to still have a gritty,
organic quality. If they started sounding too
synthetic then they really didn’t mesh well
with the rest of the score. I remember an early version of “Freakshow” felt just a little too
sci-fi and the solution was introducing a melody and also rebalancing the electronic and
orchestral elements a bit. A lot of the electronic sounds are actually pianos and guitars that
have been heavily processed. I think starting
with these acoustic instruments helped me
avoid getting too synthy.
As for what is scary music, that is a great question! It’s a difficult question to answer because this is really all about feelings–what am
I feeling as I write? I knew that I wanted the
music for the hordes to be relentless and jagged and feel oppressive when the horde is bearing down. It needed to work when played
very softly and also needed to work as a full
-on onslaught. From there, it’s reverse engineering these ideas to find the elements that
evoke those feelings. I just have to keep exploring ideas until I start to feel these emotions.
Usually, if I’m feeling something as I’m writing
then I’m on the right path.
You’ve written some very hopeful, poetic,
lyrical music for Days Gone, as the game is
not as nihilistic and bleak as other post-apocalypse stories. I’d like to know if the project, considering that you’ve been scoring
a lot of action movies and horror movies,
was somewhat refreshing and liberating
for you?

Nathan Whitehead: Days Gone was a wonderful change of pace. I do enjoy action and
horror projects and Days Gone has those elements, but it was so refreshing to get to explore a much wider emotional range in the Days
Gone score.
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throughout the score but featured most prominently on the track “We’ve All Done Things”
which is the theme for Iron Mike.

Do you like the way games present music?
When you saw in what ways can a videogame use music, did you notice anything in
particular that resonated with you or gave
you a new perspective on the music you
create?
Nathan Whitehead: I do like the way games
present music and I’m increasingly excited
as the game industry progresses. I think games are a really special way of telling stories
and we’re just scratching the surface of what’s
possible. Music is such a huge part of this
experience. In Days Gone, I really enjoyed finding ways to make the interactive gameplay
music feel as immersive and tailored to the
players actions as possible.

©SCE Bend Studio
This interactivity was a big collaboration with
the Sony music team and they did an amazing job implementing the music in creative
ways. It forced me to think of composing in
a more modular fashion and that ended up
spurring all kinds of creative choices that I wouldn’t have made if it weren’t for the interactive nature.
Jan Szafraniec
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Sam
Marshall
the games industry is bigger
than film and music industries
combined!

“I wrote a ton of music that was not right for the project and was
thrown away. You have to fail a little bit to know what’s truly right
for a project” – says Sam Marshall, composer and author of the Concrete Genie soundtrack in an interview with gamemusic.
Can I be honest for a moment? I have looked at your career so far and it seems,
that you have been active in the industry
for almost 10 years, but I admit that I heard
about you for the first time on the occasion of premiere of Concrete Genie. Don’t
you like publicity around you?
Sam Marshall: Haha! I don’t mind a little
publicity. It’s wonderful to see your work in
the hands of gamers and always nice to talk
about it.
On your Linkedin profile you wrote that
you like to combine passion for music and
technology. And so at the age of 10 you
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created a small boom box yourself to use
them to play your own music made with
Mario Paint. Did you already know then
that you would want to use your skills in
your future career?
Sam Marshall: When I was young I knew I
wanted to do something creative in the entertainment industry. At one point I wanted to
be a cartoonist. Later I wanted to be an actor.
I even went to college with film directing as a
possible major. Music always came the most
naturally to me but I wasn’t sure how to make
it into a real career. It wasn’t until I was in my
late 20s that I realized that maybe I could find
a home writing music for games.
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You obtained education at Berklee College
of Music. With a diploma from this university, you could get almost any job, but you
stayed with video games. Why?
Sam Marshall: I love games! I’ve enjoyed so
many over the years. I’m also a little nerdy and
techy. I love the challenge of making music
work seamlessly inside of a game engine. Also
the games industry is bigger than film and
music industries combined! There’s plenty of
work out there and a thirst for original content
that I want to be a part of.
Pixelpous is a relatively young company,
they have released two games so far: Entwined and Concrete Genie. You’ve created
your own compositions for both titles as an
composer. Was it huge challenge for you?
Sam Marshall: The folks at Pixelopus are the
sweetest, most talented and passionate people I’ve ever worked with. The artwork they
create is so fantastic which makes it so easy to
draw inspiration from. Of course every project
has it’s challenges but I feel very lucky to be
able to work with them.
Did you know from the beginning what you
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You have to fail a little bit to
know what’s truly right for a
project.
wanted to achieve in Concrete Gen? Did you
already have a concept for a soundtrack, or
was it not until you and your team finally
worked out what the game would be like?
Sam Marshall: Not at all. We went through
many concepts for the soundtrack. I wrote a
ton of music that was not right for the project
and was thrown away. This was a good thing
though! You have to fail a little bit to know
what’s truly right for a project. Only after a
very collaborative review process with the
team did we land on Concrete Genie’s blend
of flute, cello and synths.
Three instruments stand out strongly on
the soundtrack: flute, cello and analog synthesizer. I always assume that each instrument that stands out from the others has
some meaning. Is the same in Concrete
Genie?
Sam Marshall: Yes they do! The flute represents childhood and creativity. The flute is
just very playful and pure in it’s sound. But

Music always came the most
naturally to me but I wasn’t
sure how to make it into
a real career.
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it’s also very delicate and emotional. The cello
represents adulthood and struggle. Being
a very mature instrument, the cello grounds
the narrative and often supports the bigger
emotional moments, especially when Ash has
to make some very adult decisions.
And the synths represent the magic in the
world! I didn’t want to do wizardy stuff like
harp and celeste because that’s been done
too much already. I decided to go the other
direction and use analog synths instead. It’s
a nice contrast to the worldly, human sounds
and themes of the flute and cello. Each of these three instruments have there own unique
role and space in the soundtrack.
In Concrete Gen we can see a very clear
theme of childhood, the world of imagination, as well as in some references to the
movies from 80s. Even the Pixelpous themselves admit it. Correct me if I’m wrong, but
was your childhood inspired to create the
soundtrack?
Sam Marshall: Yes absolutely. When I was a
kid a bunch of mean kids stole my backpack
on the bus. They ripped up a journal I had
been working on for a school assignment and
threw the pages out of the window of the bus.
Coincidentally, a very similar situation plays
out in the beginning of Concrete Genie. When
I saw the first version of the scene I choked
up quite a bit and had to fight back my tears.
There’s nothing like a real emotional connection to drive inspiration for a soundtrack (or
any piece of art).
Speaking of inspiration, I must admit that
the first thought that came to my mind listening to “Ash” is the theme of Austin Wintory’s Journey. Maybe there are some composers that are inspiring you?
Sam Marshall: Yes Journey is one of the great
video game soundtracks of all time! I’m also
very influenced by old school video game
music from Nobuo Uematsu and Koji Kondo. Their thematic and melodic writing was
so ahead of its time, especially considering
the instrumental limitations they had. Like
many composers I have a deep love for John

©Pixelopus
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Williams. I’m sure his influence has snuck in
there. My love for classical orchestral music
is why I use traditional instruments like flute
and cello. Disasterpiece is a big influence as
well. He taught me that synths don’t always
have to be edgy and biting, that they can be
elegant, mysterious and beautiful.
What are your further plans as a video game
composer?
Sam Marshall: Hopefully Pixelopus will have
me again if they make another game! In the
meantime, looking forward to new projects
and creative challenges on the horizon.
Paweł Dembowski
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Samuel
Laflamme
Video games need you to understand
the interactivity of the nature of this
medium.
The Outlast game franchise, developed by Red Barrels Studios, redefined the meaning of fear and horror in video games. We had a
chance to interview Samuel Laflamme, the composer of score for
both installments of the series.

Do you see any difference between composing for film or TV, and composing for
video games? Which aspects depend on
the medium the most?

Video games need you to understand the interactivity of the
nature of this medium.

Samuel Laflamme: There is some difference, first the scale is not the same. For a film,
you need to create a world for a story told
in 2 hours. TV shows give you much more
time of storytelling to let you present your
ideas, and developing them. Video games
need you to understand the interactivity of
the nature of this medium. But at the end
of the day, I still compose music! I mean in

those three kinds of format, I still need to
think about creating music for something. I
need to think about the characters, the story, the right emotion I need to reach and
explore.
What is important for you while choosing
the project you would like to work on?
Is it the uniqueness of the project, some
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brilliant idea of the makers?
Samuel Laflamme: I have a law for myself. I
need to get at least 2 of the 3 elements:
1. Will it be fun and pleasant to do?
2. Will this project bring me to a new place,
something new to my career, experience,
new contacts etc. Is it a way to become a
better artist/composer?
3. Because I still need to work to live, is it
paid well enough?
Every time I did not reach at least 2 of the
3 elements, it was a really disappointing
experience.
In Outlast and Outlast 2, which was more
influential to the end result of the combination of the sound design and music?
Samuel Laflamme: To me it is always about music. Story and music! Music to me is
(it may be a sound) audio used to reveal
emotion. When I think of creating a sound
or recording an instrument, it has to be
used to create an audio imagery that tells
something that resonates with an emotion.
This leads you to feel the story I want you to
experience.
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If there is a technique overused
in both Outlast games, it is the
bow articulation on whatever we
could try!
How should good cooperation between a
composer and a sound designer look like,
according to you?
Samuel Laflamme: A lot of meetings! I am a
strong believer of communication between
the whole creative team on a project. Not
only the audio director, but all the people
involved in the story line. On a movie, I have
to understand what is the vision of the director, and then speak with the audio designer
how we will communicate this vision with
audio/music. On a video game, I will try to
talk with the artistic director, game developer, audio director, producer to understand
the main vision of the project. Then I will be
able to conceptualise the music I will create.
For the first Outlast, you used chamber
music ensemble to make the player sca-

Samuel Laflamme: It was another story with
other characters, the only real same element in both games was the gameplay. Of
course there are small parts of the plot that
join both games, but they weren’t the central elements. And people from Red Barrels
and myself wanted to try something else. I
thought I was gone far enough in the first
one, and did not want to do a parody of myself. I needed to go away to avoid that.
What was the weirdest instrument you
used for the Outlast 2 score?
Samuel Laflamme: We gently call it “The
Redneck Bass”. It is a grotesque piece of
wood with bass strings attached to it. We
recorded it with contact microphone. It was
a homemade instrument designed to cre-

of 2017, at the end of the process. Red Barrels sent us an “almost” final version of the
game, and although I saw all the different
parts while creating the score, I did not play
it. So we installed it at the studio, and with
my musicians and assistants, we played it in
a pitch black environment. At the beginning
we were really excited by playing the game
we worked on for 2 years, but maybe after
10-15 minutes of gaming, we’ve been kept
into the intensity of it and been really into it
like on a roller coaster. I think one Marta chase was one of the scariest moments for us.
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red and let him suffer. For the second
installment, you changed the concept
entirely and used completely different
instruments and composing techniques.
What was the main reason for that?

As a composer, what is more exciting:
experimenting with sound matter like
in one of my favorite parts of Outlast soundtrack, Swarm Ambience, or making
something funnier and simpler, like your
score for Tiny Brains?
Samuel Laflamme: The more exciting? Definitely trying to invent something new. Strangely,

On a movie, I have to understand what is the vision of the
director.

ate extended strings textures that would
fit within all the guitars and electric bass
textures recorded in the studio.
You once mentioned that you like using
a violin bow against different surfaces.
What are your other favourite forms of
creating unique and unobvious sounds?

©Red Barrels

Samuel Laflamme: Yes I love doing it! If there
is a technique overused in both Outlast games, it is the bow articulation on whatever
we could try! I would say that in Outlast 2,
the new ingredient was to tweak the original
sounds with a lot of effects on them. Reverb,
delays, distortions, phasing, pitch shifting, bit
crushing, time stretching… I think we used all
kind of effects possible in a studio!
In one of your earlier interviews, you mentioned you got scared of your own music
while playing Outlast 2. Do you remember
which scene or part of the game it was?
Samuel Laflamme: It was at the beginning
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I’m not a hardcore gamer neither
a horror fan, but Outlast franchise
was a real laboratory for me.
I’m not a hardcore gamer neither a horror fan,
but Outlast franchise was a real laboratory for
me and we still talk about the fun we had to
create all those textures. It was such fresh air
for me having this liberty of artistic expression. Tiny Brains was more like a pure fun ride.
The main idea was to merge Danny Elfman/
Tim Burton musical universe with dubstep
coolness. It was not as demanding as Outlast,
and having done Tiny Brains in the same moment of the first Outlast, was a way for me to
keep a psychologic healthy balance.
Which composers inspire you and why?
Samuel Laflamme: I do music because I am
a fan of cinema. I come from that art form,
and the music is the most natural way to
me to express a story. If I see an image, I instantly hear music. So, all the best film composers were my first influences. When I was
young, I had great time to compose music
in the style of John Williams, James Horner,
Hans Zimmer, Danny Elfman. My first love
story with a film score was Batman (scored
by Danny Elfman). It was a true revelation of
the power of merging music with images.
Do you look for inspiration in other disciplines of art?
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Samuel Laflamme: Absolutely! Architecture and photography are both my favourite
kind of art. My godfather is an architect and
we both love speaking about differences
and links between art forms. The rhythm
is an interesting element, in music and in
architecture. Also, I see all the music I do
in my head, like colours, forms, spaces,
depth of field etc. I do photography to give
me ideas about how to transpose all those
notions into musical concepts.
How do you see the progress in the gaming industry? Do you think that modern
video games can equal movies in terms
of storytelling and scoring?
Samuel Laflamme: I think so. For a while,
the issue in video game was the technology. Nowadays, companies like Oats Studio use video game technologies (Unity)
to create short movies. I feel that technologies will merge the different media soon.
At the end, people will always want to live
an experience. And I think the line between
movies and video games will be so thin
at one point that this will create a new art
form. Think about cinema, it was probably
created at the beginning to shoot a theatre
play, and then the editing came after so it
became a different art form.
Izabela Besztocha
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Resurrection of the Night:
Alucard’s Elegy
Music from „Castlevania: Symphony of the Night”

The album is now available!
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Nima
Fakhrara
A good score makes the player feel
the emotions of the character.

Detroit: Become Human, published
last year is an interesting game both in
terms of storytelling and scoring. The
player takes control over three characters while each of them has their own
score. We interviewed Nima Fakhrara,
the author of the score for a detective
android named Connor.
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How did you get the opportunity to work
on Detroit: Become Human?
Nima Fakhrara: The opportunity arrived from
getting a call from the Music Supervisor of the
project Mary Lockwood and inquiring about
my interest in working on a project from Quantic Dream. I have been a fan of David Cage
and Quantic, and without hesitation, I said yes.
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I wanted to capture the period,
location as well as the different
things that happen to Connor.
What was the central concept of the entire score for the game? Did you and the
two other composers get some instructions before starting to work, to make the
whole soundtrack coherent?
Nima Fakhrara: The concept of the score
was to capture all the feelings that Connor
goes through within the story. I wanted to
capture the period, location as well as the
different things that happen to Connor. The
story kept everything coherent, we did not
listen to each other’s music and created music without knowing what the others were
building. The praise goes to the music team
in the courage of this idea.
Were you in contact with the other two
composers? Were you sharing some ideas?
Nima Fakhrara: As I said, we were not listening to each other’s work. It gave the music
the opportunity to stay true to the concept
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we started with for each character without
any influence from the others.
You are mainly a film composer. Is it easy
for you to make music for a different, interactive medium like a video game?
Nima Fakhrara: I have been a gamer my entire life and have had opportunities to write
music for video games such as the Resident
Evil franchise, and 1979 Revolution before
Detroit. Also, David Cage wanted a very cinematic score, something that films like, so
the interactive parts and the different paths
were created later after the general tonality
of the film was captured.
Detroit is a very complex game in terms
of interactivity. How did you deal with
making your score versatile when comes
to various decisions of the player during
the gameplay?
Nima Fakhrara: After getting started with
the project and receiving instructions from
David Cage, I knew that the story could go
to different places from the beginning. Once
I started creating the score the deviations

Connor’s score is pretty dark and sharp.
Is it because Connor’s profession is to
chase the rebellious and malfunctioning
androids? Or because Connor is merely
an android?

score makes the player feel the emotions of
the character. So to me, there is not much
of a difference between a player and a composer especially since I come from a player
work, because I am just a fan, and I want
the other side to feel similar to what I want
to feel.
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and ideas of different outcome was always
in the back of my mind.

Nima Fakhrara: Connor’s score comes from
a simple idea of a bassline, and that bassline becomes more complex as the story
develops. Connor’s journey depends on
each player, can shift and the fact that he
is either a rebellious android or simply an
android is up to the user, and the score has
a reflection on it.
Your score sounds very interesting and
experimental. Could you tell us about the
composing techniques you used during
the creative process?
Nima Fakhrara: The score is created by
analog, modular and custom synthesizers.
I approached the score with the idea of
how would an android make music, and
as this android starts understanding different things what would be incorporated
within the music. Lots of the score is synthesizer based with the addition of acoustic
instruments but fully manipulated like an
unplugged electric string quartet.

©Sony Interactive Entertainment
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Were you using your own built instruments as well?
Nima Fakhrara: I like creating custom instruments for each of the projects I work
on. For Connor, I built a 20-foot guitar that
creates sub-frequencies which had to be
captured with guitar amps.
Do you play video games yourself? If so,
what differences can you observe from
the point of the player and, on the other
hand, a composer?

©Sony Interactive Entertainment
Izabela Besztocha

Nima Fakhrara: Absolutely, as I said I have
been a big gamer my entire life. A good
score captures the game and creates the
correct environment for the project. A good
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Lena
Raine
I love being able to hear
the instruments I’m writing
for, even if they’re going
to be performed by
someone else later.

Discover the secrets behind the creation process of the music from
Celeste, which stole hearts of millions of gamers last year. Lena Raine talks about her first memories related to composing songs and
her love for Japanese productions.

Do you recall what was your first memory in connection with music in general?

parents would play, there was always some
sort of music going on.

Lena Raine: Music has always been a part
of my life, since before I can even really remember much. Since my dad is a musician,
and my mom is a dancer, there was always
music in the house. From my dad playing
violin, to a large collection of records my

I don’t remember it at all since it was before I was a year old, but apparently the first

I had any real interest in
composing as a career.
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I love being able to hear the instruments I’m writing for, even
if they’re going to be performed
by someone else later.
movie I ever went to see (when I was a very
small baby) was Stop Making Sense by Talking Heads. My parents took me along, and
I apparently just bounced around to the music while staring back at the film projector.
When you became interested in composing music?
Lena Raine: Because my dad had a recording
studio in the basement, I was recording my
own improvised music from a really young
age, before I had any real interest in composing as a career. Because I had the tools available to me, it was just a part of my life. So when
I got really into video game soundtracks as a
pre-teen, it seemed natural that I’d want to try
and recreate the music and do covers of it.
From there, I kept playing with the kind of
sounds I loved from games to write my own
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original music. There were a lot of moments
where I doubted my ability to write original
music, since I spent so long feeling like everything I wrote was just another version of
what had already been written, but I kept
at it over years until I finally began to hear
myself in the music.
What was the impulse for you based on
which you connected your professional
life with music for good?
Lena Raine: I was already writing original
albums in high school, but when I was on
the verge of graduating I had to make a
decision on what career I wanted to work
towards. It’s funny to think back on it now,
but I actually was seriously considering becoming an artist & animator because of my
love for animation.
I had been accepted to a pretty low-bar
art school, but when I applied to Cornish,
where I eventually attended for music composition, I got such a good vibe from the
school and the professors there that I made
the decision to focus on music instead.

Lena Raine: So much of how I write music
now comes from improvisation and iteration, that being able to write and record
and listen back simultaneously is invaluable
to me. I love being able to hear the instruments I’m writing for, even if they’re going
to be performed by someone else later.
What games do you consider as a great
examples of well composed OST?

As a personal favorite, the Chrono Cross soundtrack by Yasunori Mitsuda is a perfect
example of taking an aesthetic, in this case
an intimate island setting, and scoring the
game with primarily solo instruments and
Gaelic inspirations to create a beautifully intimate score that can also be at times epic
and deeply emotional.
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What methods do you use in order to
make the composing process easier for
you?

Can you tell us in a few words how your career as a game music composer started?
Lena Raine: I had the unique opportunity

Lena Raine: I have such an extensive list of
favorites, it’s so hard to talk about just a few!
I’ll point out a few that I think are amazing
in their own respective ways:

As a personal favorite, the Chrono Cross soundtrack by Yasunori
Mitsuda is a perfect example of
taking an aesthetic.

©Matt Makes Games

NieR Automata by MONACA & headed up
by Keiichi Okabe is one of the rare examples of a soundtrack that is not just brilliantly composed, but also so well-suited to the
interactivity of the medium. The composition is super solid, but then it also shifts
and morphs to the gameplay in ways that
bring out new emotions to playing through
the game.
In a weird counterpoint, the Drakengard soundtrack by Takayuki Aihara is a soundtrack
that is very difficult to listen to, yet perfectly
mirrors the agony represented by the themes of the game. It is extremely avant-garde for the conventions of game scoring, utilizing weird looped phrases from orchestral
recordings, in some cases towards the end
of the game in ways that sound completely
unlike orchestral music anymore to the point of electronic noise. The Silent Hill series
by Akira Yamaoka does a similar job for its
horror settings, using noise and ambient
progressions to unsettle while still having
catchy tunes. They’re just very uncomfortably catchy.

©Matt Makes Games
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to work as a game designer on Guild Wars
2 towards the start of my career in games,
which somehow also lead into designing
content for a holiday event that needed
some original music to function. Because
the game setting didn’t have many original
holiday pieces, I decided to write some of
my own. When the audio team got wind
of my compositions, they reached out and
were like oh hey you can write music! And
we talked back and forth until the music I
was writing eventually found its way into a
trailer, and then the game itself, and they
kept wanting to work with me!
You had an opportunity to compose music to Guild Wars 2: Heat of Thorns. How
this work influenced you as a composer?
Lena Raine: It’s honestly purely coincidental that my first big title in the industry was
a AAA MMORPG in as large a franchise as
Guild Wars. Oddly enough, this didn’t actu-

Working remotely with orchestras in Budapest and Germany
were amazing experiences.

©Matt Makes Games
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ally lead me in any new directions as far as
jobs that were offered to me, but it did afford me the chance to write a lot of music
for live orchestra over the years I worked on
it. Working remotely with orchestras in Budapest and Germany were amazing experiences, and really built up my own skills
as a composer for those sorts of ensembles when I had been used to writing for far
fewer players.
You can now tell that the independent
games’ OST are becoming more popular
over the sometimes very average OST of
the high budget games. Do you also observe this phenomen and if yes, what do
you think is the reason for that?
Lena Raine: I think independent games
have the opportunity to take a lot more
risks than AAA games, especially when it
comes to music. There’s a trend, which has
recently been changing here and there, but
the larger a game is, the more expectations
there are from the people funding them
that they must compete with the highest
tiers of all media. In most cases, big action
blockbuster films.

How does the massive popularity of the
Celeste influenced you as a composer?
Did anything changed in your life?
Lena Raine: In a lot of ways, Celeste paved
the way for the entire rest of my career.
When I left my full-time job to finish the
Celeste soundtrack, I had no idea if I could
even make it as an independent composer.
Due to the access and acclaim that the soundtrack has granted me, I’ve been able to
seek after (and be sought after) by some
really unique opportunities, and I know for
a fact that I’ll be able to keep doing this career for years to come. I’m really thankful for
that.
How does the first sketches of the tracks
to Celeste looked like? Did you had at the
end of your work to resign from the part
of your ideas?
Lena Raine: Honestly, a lot of the work that
went into Celeste was simply building out
the pieces to become as dynamic as they
were for the game. The music didn’t change much over the course of development,
in terms of sounds or style. The synths and
piano I used to sketch with, often became
the final sounds.
However, the ways in which the music
expanded over time or changed over the
course of a level were all things that I went
through and bolstered the original track
with, if it wasn’t already considered part of
the piece. For example, the track for Reflec-

tion actually started as its 3rd intensity level, written as a fully rhythmic and emotional track. When I knew I wanted to develop
it over the course of the levels, I had to find
ways to pare it back, to make it less intense
and more ambient, which is how it worked
its way back to the very first layers.
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Because bombastic orchestral music is
such a highlight of these films, that has become the bar that many large games are
held to. Unfortunately, that means that there’s less chances to take risks and do something a bit different for the sake of exploring what might truly suit the game. As a
result, indie games stand out in the ways
that they’re hiring composers and bands
that have very distinct aesthetics to them,
ones that push at the boundaries of what
we might expect from a game soundtrack.
I think it’s brilliant, and I want to keep exploring ways to subvert peoples’ expectations.

From the very beginning you know how
does the music to Celeste should sound
like or did you had another ideas for it?
Can you tell us something more about it?
Lena Raine: The very first idea I had for Celeste was way more focused around the
8-bit retro aesthetic. Originally, I didn’t have
any piano in the track I was writing for First
Steps. It was just a straight-ahead synth
tune, very up-beat and poppy, in the way
a track for the Kirby series might sound.
When I delivered that idea, the very first reaction was that it didn’t quite fit the pace of
the game. So I pared it back, slowed down
the tempo, and added in some slowly descending piano, which became the first sounds of First Steps. From there, I knew where the aesthetic of the game was, and there
were very few changes after that once I had
figured out the vibe of the game.

I had no idea if I could even
make it as an independent
composer.
In the music to Celeste you can tell
that there’s a lot of 8-bit era nostalgia.
How did you coped with the hardware
limitations?
Lena Raine: Honestly, the entire reason why
the Celeste sound works is that I didn’t have
any hardware limitations. When writing
chiptune or things for 8-bit systems, there’s
so many things to consider: limited voice
count, limited possible sounds, etc. While Celeste was absolutely inspired by the
limitations of that era, the ways in which
I strayed from all of those limitations are
what make it far less “8-bit” or “chiptune” in
my mind, and more reflective of the kind of
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music you can write now while inspired by
what came before.

DLC chapter for Celeste. And so I tried my
best to come up with

What was the hardest part for you when
you was composing the music to Celeste?

We are aware that you would like to compose an OST to the Japan RPG – why this
genre of games and do you think about
any particular game series?

Lena Raine: The hardest part, I think was
continuing to keep things fresh over the
course of the game. This was helped by
the amazing variety to the levels and mechanics that the designers came up with,
but especially towards the end I was worried I might be writing myself into a corner
with no real ways to expand the musical

You never know when it will be
exactly what someone wants,
and chances are with all the tastes in the world.
aesthetic beyond the synths and piano I
had already explored. This was even more
difficult when approaching the prospect of
writing music for Chapter 9, our upcoming

Lena Raine: I pretty much grew up with
JRPG soundtracks. They were, and continue
to be, some of my favorite games to play,
and by virtue of their lineage they’ve also
attracted some of the most talented composers to write for them. As a result, they’re
also the lifeblood of my musical aesthetics,
and so I think it’s only natural that I’d have
the inclinations to write for one some day.
Just recently I had the wonderful opportunity to finally visit Japan for the first time,
and meet several of my biggest inspirations,
which was more than I could ever wish for. I
hope that I can continue those friendships
and see what the future has in store.
What would be your advice for the young
composers?
Lena Raine: Write what you’re passionate
about. If you don’t want to chase after the
latest big sound that’s becoming popular,
then it’s entirely possible to chase after the
sound that you want. It might take longer
to get to a place that you want to go, or get
hired for the jobs that you want, but it’s entirely possible to be the kind of composer
you want to be.
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Keep writing, keep putting things out there,
keep standing up for your work and letting
the public hear it. You never know when it
will be exactly what someone wants, and
chances are with all the tastes in the world,
there are hundreds of thousands of people
out there that want more of what you specifically do. It’s always a struggle to be heard,
and to find that audience, but it’s out there!
MARIUSZ BORKOWSKI
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Hollow Knight
Piano Collections

The album is now available!
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